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The Furman University Singers aring their mw-purple and white vesti s, are shown above 
as'lhey v"iu"appear"at"the Clemson College Chape: at 8 p. m. Tuesday, February 22. The 80 voice 
mixed chorus, directed by DuPre Ehame, will praseut a varied program of sacred, operatic and 
lighter selections. The public is invited to attend and there will be no admission charge. The 
appearance of the Furman Singers here is beinr sponsored by the Clemson College Baptist Stu- 
dent- Union. 
Dr, L. D, Huff Elected President Of 
Forum Club At Meeting This Week 
Dr. L. D. Huff, head of physics 
department and former vice- 
president of the Forum Club was 
elected president of that club las( 
Monday night. 
Other officers elected were Rev 
E. W. Hardin, former secretary 
and treasurer, as vice-president 
and Dr. T. B. Alexander, history 
and government professor, a; 
secretary and treasurer. Dr. G 
W. Anderson, professor of bac- 
teriology, is the retiring presi- 
dent. 
The Forum Club is a smai; or- 
ganization whose membership i; 
limited to twenty members. "The 
purpose of the club is to provide 
an open forum for discussions b; 
members of topics of general in- 
terest," said Dean Kihard, a char- 
ter  member. 
Mr. G. E. Metz, registrar, reac 
a paper titled "Human Under- 
standing—More or Less" at th 
Monday night meeting. The pa 
per included -some discussion o 
general semanics, a study, c 
words, from the view' point o 
Karzyski and others, and how 
these viewpoints apply to human 
adjustments. The social skill oi 
listening with reference as to how 
this skill is used in industry 
and pastoral counseling was dis- 
cussed. 
A need for possible technique 
for analyzing propaganda was 
i pointed out, and treatment was 
i given to moral from the stand- 
j point of intelligent action as to 
j sentimental ism. 
The   Forum   Club   was   started 
around    twenty    years    ago,    and 
; the   membersh'o   is   made   up   of 
men   on   the  campus,   but   is   not 
limited to faculty members. 
DR. L. D. HUFF 
Tryouts For 'Arsenic 
And Old Lace' Slated 
Clemson's Little • Theatre will 
hold tryouts for students and 
campus people who are interest- 
ed in securing parts in the next 
play. "Arsenic and Old Lace," ac- 
cording to J. D. McMahan, presi- 
dent. The auditions will be in 
the YMCA club room next Mon- 
day and Tuesday nights from 
6:45 to 7:45. 
Parts are open for four old 
maids and seven male parts. 
Copies of the play can be secured 
at the library. 
Those who are interested in 
the production phases are asked 
to come to the tryouts also. 
The play will be presented in 
the college chapel April 7 and 8. 
10 1$ 
Four lew Members 
. John McCoombes, Leonard Ma- 
■'ruder, Marvin Leggette, and 
Kenneth Mays were elected to 
membership in the Clemson Col- 
lege Student Forum of the Air 
at the regular meeting last Thurs- 
day night, according to Frank 
Seddon, president. 
igma Tau Epsilon 
akes k Ten-Men - 
Ten men were elected to Sig- 
ma Tau Epsilon, arts and sciences 
lonorary scholastic fraternity, at 
i meeting held last Thursday- 
night. 
They are R. H. Bower., L. M. 
ihoyan, J. P. Dobbins, R. E. Hil- 
!er, Jr., H. B. Ligon, B. G. Mc- 
Call, W. L. McDowell, Jr., J. H 
Rice, Jr., A. L. Thompson, and N. 
2. Wessinger. The informal ini- 
iation for these new members 
.vill begin today and last for one 
»veek, with the formal initiation 
coming next Thursday night. 
Requirements for membership 
in Sigma Tau Epsilon are (1) 
grade point ratio of 5.00 or' above, 
and (2) standing of junior or 
above. 
At last Thursday's meeting of 
the club the 'problem of cheat- 
ing was discussed, with Dean F. 
M. Kinard of the School of Arts 
and Sciences joining in and giving 
the faculty point of view. A com- 
mittee was appointed to investi- 
gate the problem further and to 
draft a formal statement and 
recommendation, which will be 
presented to the faculty. The 
members were of the opinion that 
the club, being a scholastic or- 
ganization, should take a definite 
stand on the question. 
G 
bncerf In Chapel Tuesday 8pm 
* * 
Production Sponsored Jointly By 
Little Theater, Blue Key Groups 
PARKER WARRINER LOGAN 
One of the hardest working, 
widely known college organiza- 
tions in the South, the 80 voice 
mixed chorus "The Furman Uni- 
versity Singers" will appear here 
in concert at the Clemson Col- 
lege Chapel at 8 p. m. Tuesday, 
February 22. 
Sponsored by the Clemson Col- 
lege Baptist Student Union the 
Singers will present a program 
which ranges from the sacred to 
the operatic to the light operatic. 
The public is invited to attend 
and there will be no admission 
charge. 
Members of the Singers, meet- 
ing only thrice weekly with Di- 
rector DuPre Rhame and Accom- 
panist Louis Thomas Eanes, must 
work doubly hard to attain the 
precision, harmony, and rhythm 
for their stellar performances on,, 
a crowded schedule. 
In addition to its second an- 
nual goodwill tour of three states 
which it is now , niaking, the 
Singers this year have provided 
the music for the South Carolina 
State Baptist Convention and 
presented "The Messiah" three 
times. Upon completion of the 
tour, the chorus will begin Work 
on its annual operetta, this year 
to be "The Bohemian Girl." 
Hailing from practically every 
county in South Carolina as well 
as' representing nine other states, 
members of the Singers this year 
are: Mildred Bonham, Chilhowie, 
Va.; Jeanne Burdine; Greenville; 
Ann Burnett, Chesnee; Peggy 
Cantrell, Chesnee; Peggy Cater, 
Easley; Blossom Craft, Macon, 
Gas! Sar; h Fischhack, Q 
Jo Franks, Falls Church, Va.; 
Mary Graham, Greenville; and 
Martha Hendricks, Pickens. 
Also, Sarah J. Hilton, Dillon; 
Betty Leaman, Cross Hill; Jennie 
McAllen, East New Market, Md.; 
Etheline McGraw, Swannanoa; 
Florence McKenzie, Honea Path; 
Marilyn Miller, Charleston; Becky 
Moore, Greenwood; Nell Neigh- 
bours, Charlotte, N. C; and Ann 
Norris, Piedmont. 
Also, Jessie Paget, Greer; Flos- 
sie Pyle, Kings'port, Tenn.; Elea- 
nor Rhame, Greenville; Vivian 
Robbins, Greenville; Ann Ruff in, 
Hampton; Carrie Ann Shieder, 
Asheville, N. C; Faye Shirley, 
Honea Path; and Betty Jo Sloan, 
Columbia. 
Also, Sarah Stoddard, Pelzer; 
Hannah Stogner, Conway; Gladys 
Turner, Clinton, N. C; Julia Rose 
Wright, Westminster; Mrs. Frank 
Zedick, Charleston; and Mrs. Ed- 
ward   Shingler,   Eutawville. 
Also, Becky Asbell, Palmetto, 
Fla.; Ann Asbell, Palmetto, Fla.; 
Doris Cabler, Greenville; Chris 
Chadwell, Kingsport, Tenn.; Dot 
Cox, Asheville, N. C; Virginia 
Cox, Asheville, N. C; Lou Ellis, 
Dania, Fla'.; Doris Fout, Clifton 
Forge, Va.; Martha Ann Givens, 
Pickens; Jane Grimison, Ridge- 
wood, N. J.; and Julia Hendricks, 
Pickens. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
The Barter Theater of Abingdon, Va., will present its 
production of "Hamlet" in the Clemson College Chapel at 
8:30-p. m., on Wednesday, February 23. College students 
may purchase tickets for $1.20 apiece from any member of 
the Clemson Little Theater. Non-student, or adult, tickets 
are on sale at Doc Martin's Drug Store for |l .50, 
Cadets who wish to attend the* *—  
ANDREWS JEDD RAY  BOYLE 
Ay It Department 
Barnard College Students Question 
Value Of Existing Honor System 
Barnard   College   students     re- ♦ — 
cently  voted   overwhelmingly    to 
retain   an  honor  system    at    the 
college   in   preference   to     strict 
ill of 
the students indicated that they 
would not report cheating if they 
saw it during exams or other 
academic work. 
The vote came at a student 
meeting called to reexamine the 
present honor system, which has 
been in effect for thirty-seven 
years. Nearly 600 of the en- 
rolled 1,100 students were pres- 
ent. 
Children are instructed from 
their early years not to be "tat- 
tle-tales", opponents of reporting 
contended, and the honor sys- 
tem which requires one student 
to tell on another is a violation of 
a personal code. ' One speaker, a 
freshman, said the honor system 
was impractical and akin to 
"floating around in a dream," 
while another freshman said the 
alternate proctoring system was 
wrong because it would depend 
not on strength of character but 
on the watchfulness of the proc- 
tors. 
Supporters of the honor sys- 
tem argued that it would never 
work unless it was a community 
project. Reporting would be 
unnecessary if moral pressure 
against cheating would be brought 
to bear, it was argued. The Honor 
Board chairman admitted that 
details of the system could be 
effective which did not make the 
responsibility   for   reporting   vio- 
Three February graduates have 
been added to the faculty of the 
Agricultural Economics Depart- 
ment, according to Dr. G. H. 
Aull, head of the department. 
They are John Alexander and 
John R. Shillinglaw, agricultural 
economics; and James A. Smith, 
animal  husbandry  major. 
Alexander will study the ef- 
fects of tenure systems on the 
introduction of mechanized me- 
thods of farming. Clemson will 
be his headquarters. 
Shillinglaw and Smith begin 
work with the Department of 
Agricultural Economics and Ru- 
ral Sociology on February 16. 
They will make an' economic 
study of the losses in transport- 
ing Irish potatoes from producers 
to consumers. They will do field 
work in Florida this month. 
lations general. 
Opponents of the present honor 
system here urged that it be re- 
vised to include possible appeals 
of Board decisions, that faculty 
members be included on the 
Board, and that the emphasis be 
placed on honor as a personal 
tiling. 
production will be allowed to 
miss Long Roll, according to Lt. 
Col. Ralph D. Crosby. 
The cast of "Hamlet" features 
an array of illustrious stars, the 
majority of whom left 'positions 
on stage and screen to join the 
Barter troup. 
Robert Breen, who both directs 
and plays the title role, has di- 
rected, or appeared, in scores of 
plays, from tragedies right on 
down the line. 
Jacqueline    Logan    (Gertrude) 
was   a  former   stage   and   motion 
picture   star.     She   came   out   of 
retirement   to   play   the   role   of 
Hamlet's mother in this new pro- 
! duction   of   Shakespeare's   classic 
I tragedy. Miss Logan has co-s-tar- 
i red  with   such   celebrated   screen 
j personalities  as  John  and  Lionel 
I Barrymore,    Richard    Dix,    Clive 
' Brook,    Douglas    Fairbanks    Jr., 
! Lon   Chaney,  Boris  Karloff,   and 
i Rod LaRoque.    She played Mary 
j Magdalen   in   Cecil   B.   DeMille's 
j epic film "King of Kings." 
Fred Warriner' (Claudius)   is  a 
I brilliant  young  actor  now  in  his 
third   year   with   Robert   Porter- 
i field's  famous  company.    He be- 
gan    his    career    with    Pasadena 
i Playhouse and has been acclaim- 
ed   by   Porterfield   as   the   finest 
actor in the ifi-yepr series of Bar- 
; ter companies.    In this new 'pro- 
! duction  of, "Hamlet"   Claudius   is 
j presented   as   a   young   man   to 
heighten the effect of the motivat- 
ing   charge   of   gross   immorality 
Hamlet   lodges   against   the   man 
who has murdered his father and 
married his mother. 
Gerry Jedd (Ophelia) left a 
night club engagement in Mon- 
treal to "visit" the Barter Players 
several years ago and talked Bob 
Porterfield into giving her the 
lead in "Years Ago." She scored 
an instant success; landed in "The 
Barretts of Wimpole Street" and 
"Twelfth Night", and returned 
with another excellent perform- 
ance this year  as  Ophelia. 
Ray Boyle (Horatio) has never 
known a moment of idleness in all 
his 23 years. Selected for Barter 
by Miss Helen Hayes, the winner 
of the 1947 Barter Award, Ray 
has performed at the Pittsburg 
Playhouse, the Woodstock Play- 
house, the Kilbuck Players, the 
Cherry Lane Theatre in New 
York, and has played in more 
than 75 different three-act plays. 
He is also a talented dancer and 
acted and danced in the Broad- 
way production of "The Great 
Campaign." 
Josephine    Parker    (Margaret) 
was known to national radio au- 
diences for her performances over 
(Continued on Page 2) 
'Voice Of Clemson' 
To Be Heard Five 
Days Each Week 
The "Voice of Clemson," a ra- 
dio program sponsored by the 
extension service and experiment 
station cooperating, will begin 
February 28. These programs 
will be broadcast daily (Monday 
through Friday) over radio sta- 
tions WIS-Columbia, WSPA- 
Spartanburg, and WAIH-Ander- 
son.    Time will be  12:35-12:45 p. 
'Live programs", they will 
originate in the studio in the 
library and be broadcast by re- 
mote control. Monday, Wednes- 
day, and Friday are extension 
service days; Tuesday and Thurs- 
day,  experiment station  days. 
One of the features will be 
daily market quotations summa- 
ries, which will include local (S. 
C.) and foreign markets on poul- 
try, livestock, cotton, grain, and 
other products in season. These 
quotations come by wire from 
Columbia from the Federal State 
Market Information Service, co- 
operating with the division of 
markets,  S.  C. extension service. 
The remainder of the program 
will consist of timely information 
on developments and research in 
agriculture as supplied by the 
departments of extension service 
and the experimental station. 
This is the first program of its 
type that Clemson has attempted 
on a statewide basis. 
According to P. D. Seabrook, 
director of the radio studio, there 
is no other tool for the dissemi- 
nation of information that 
reaches more people at one time 
than radio. 
The "Voice of Clemson" will 
let the people of South Carolina, 
urban as well as agrarian, know 
what is going on in agriculture in 
the state. 
LaMasler And King 
Attend SCGA Meet 
Professor J. P. LaMaster, Head 
of the Dairy Department, and 
Dr. W. A. King, Professor of 
Dairying, attended the annual 
meeting of the South Carolina 
Guernsey Association in Colum- 
bia last Tuesday and Wednes- 
day. This meeting was held in 
the Jefferson Hotel. Professor La- 
Master is a director of the asso- 
ciation. \ 
Week 
Df. Theo F. Adams makes a point in his second address of the 
series of four which he gave at the daily convocations of Clem- 
son's Religious Emphasis Week. His topic on this day was "What 
Can a Man Relieve"?. Seated behind Dr. Adams are the mem- 
bers of the Limestone College choral group which gave two mu- 
sical selections. 
The Limestone College Chorus is shown here rendering the first 
of its two selections at the noon convocation on Tuesday. Dr. 
Theo Adams, main speaker, commented "Yesterday we had good 
music,- (the Clemson Glee Club) but today we have good music 
PLUS. 
This is a portion of the crowd which filled the Clemson College 
Chapel at noon Tuesday to hear Dr. Theo Adams deliver his sec- 
ond address. Attendance at Monday's and Tuesday's convoca- 
tions was very near capacity. Bad weather caused many to 
stay home later in the week, however. 
The Reverend W. M. Frampton, minister of the Puritan Presby- 
terian Church at Chester, leads a discussion with the members of 
Company I on Monday night. Such forums were held <Jn each 
ROTC company, and in the YMCA for the veteran students. 
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Student Forum of the Air Has Made 
Great Since Conception in '48 
Early last semester, Frank 
(Skipper) Seddon had an idea. 
Clemson was not getting enough 
, '-ublicity, he thought. Great 
• strides forward were being made 
especially in the School of Agri- 
culture, but few people outside 
the know had heard anything 
abopt them: Farmers were learn- 
ing of them through the college- 
operated radio studio in the base- 
ment of the Library, and both the 
School of Agriculture and the Ex- 
tension Service had (and stir 
have) publicity service whicl- 
furnish copy to newspapers. 
What was needed, though, was 
a source of information in ttu 
non-agriculturist, who would b 
interested in agricultural advancer 
if they were presented to him 
with the technical matter reducac 
or deleted. A sort of sugar-coat- 
ing, in other words. 
Coincident but convenient were 
the  allied  facts  (1)   that  training 
in the more complicated aspects of 
radio   work  would   be   useful  at 
Clemson and (2) that radio, until 
television   comes   into   its   own, 
will continue to be the most ef- 
ficient means of spreading knowl- 
edge among a people who like to 
take their enlightenment  with  as 
little   work  as  'possible. 
GOT TO WORK 
Seddon got to work.    First, he 
questioned  his  wife,  Virginia,  tc 
see what criticism she had to of- 
fer.     Fortunately,   she   concurred 
in his opinion, and was willing to 
help.   Next he contacted officials 
of the School of Agriculture, who 
felt the same way.    P.  D.  Sea- 
brook, director of the radio studio, 
agreed, and pledged his assistance 
Now Frank had to have  some 
other students to work with him.; 
He  chose  some men  he thought 
would  make  good  script  writers 
and popped the question to them 
Their    response    was    favorable. 
Then he picked men he thought 
would be willing and capable to 
handle   the   inevitable   adminis- 
trative work. 
Frank and Virginia collaborat- 
ed on the constitution and by- 
laws, and Frank called the first 
meeting, which had organization 
as its sole purpose. The grouo 
called itself the Student Forum 
of the Air. Seddon was elected 
president by acclamation. Other 
officers were chosen, and ar- 
rangements were made to try out 
prospective narrators, men with 
voices suitable to radio work, who 
would take the parts of fellow 
students  whose  voices  were  not 
Limestone Choir 
Sings On Program 
The Limestone College Choir 
sang during the convocation on 
Tuesday, February 15, which in- 
cluded also a sermon by Dr. Theo 
F. Adams. This choir, composed 
of ten students, rendered two se- 
lections, "Sweet Little Jesus 
Boy," by Hughes, and "Break 
Forth, O Beauteous Morn," by 
Bach. 
After the convocation, the group 
recorded a few numbers to be 
used on the Student Forum of the 
Air programs. In addition tc 
this, arrangements are being made 
for the choir to broadcast through 
forum facilities at some future 
date, and for an exchange ol 
talent between the two schools. 
The choir is directed by Arthur 
Tennent of Honolulu, T. H., anc 
the accompanist is Rachel B 
Pierce of Skowhegan, Maine 
Members of the group include 
Evelyn Barksdale of Laurens. 
Jeanne Jackson of Syartanburg 
Mary Lou Brent of Detroit, Mich. 
Betty Love Stephenson of In 
diantown, Fla.; JBernice Hughstor 
of Spartanburg. Betty Melton o; 
Lancaster, Joanne Fulcher o 
Waynesboro, Ga.; Jean Carter o 
Ridgeland, Faye Carter of Ridge- 
land, aud Virginia Ferguson oi 
North Charleston. 
Leonard D. (Scoop) Reynolds, Tom Donegan, Albert Chalker, 
and Bob Dilfield show how a program is transcribed for the 
Clemsoi College Student' Foru:;i of the Air. (Photo by Ted 
Thompson.) 
so adaptable to the microphone. 
ALL  IS  WELL 
It was decided that programs 
should not be limited to the School 
of Agriculture and to departments, j 
out should give listeners a chance 
to. learn all about Clemson. Stu- 
dents who are expert in the line [ 
of endeavor to be discussed dur- 
ing a broadcast would be asked 
to submit a typewritten manu- 
script on their subject, to be 
transformed into a radio script. 
All has gone well. A number 
of fifteen and thirty minute pro- 
grams have been transcribed, and 
some "live" broadcasts have been 
made. Green at first, the mem- 
bers have progressed to a near- 
professional style. They have cor- 
responded with similar organiza- 
tions in other colleges and uni- 
versities, and plan' tentatively to 
start an interscholastic society 
which will be mutually beneficial. 
ONE FLY 
One fly remains to pollute the 
ointment. 
All this takes money, and lots 
of it. Campus merchants have 
been     canvassed,     but     previous 
Mefi Sfory 
In Education Map 
Q. E. Mete, registrar, is t!v 
author'of an article that appear- 
ed in the February 15 issue o 
Higher Education, a semimonthh 
publication of the Federal Secur- 
ity Agency, in Washington, D. C. 
The article describes the facul- 
ty handbook of information pub 
lished by Clemson. 
The thirty-two page bulletir 
includes sections oh such matter 
as tenure, retirement, research 
funds, available faculty clubs, the 
grading system, musical activities 
taxes, and voting requirements 
The handbook serves as a con- 
venient reference bulletin. 
JONES  NEW 4-H  AGENT 
Joe K. Jones, agronomy major 
who finished in the class of 1947. 
has been appointed Boys 4-H 
Club agent for the Piedmont dis- 
trict. He was formerly, assistant 
county agent of Greenville Coun- 
ty, and will succeed Leon Clay- 
ton. Mr. Clayton held the posi- 
tion for twenty-five years, and 
has recently been appointed State 
Boys Club agent. 
Ao Seminar Class 
ferns 
copunitments, overdone charity in 
other fields, and, in a few cases, 
indifference, have combined to 
make the effort only slightly 
fruitful. 
The members have had to put 
a great deal of the necessary cash. 
This means that the machine is 
not efficient so far as they are 
concerned, because it is all input 
with practically no resultant out- 
put. They get nothing except a 
modicum of experience which 
may or may not be of any use to 
them in the future. 
Unless financial aid is forth- 
coming from some quarter right 
away, the Clemson College Stu- 
dent Forum of the Air may be 
forced   to   dissolve. 
Funeral Of R. A. 
Whitten Is Held 
R. A. Whitten, 59 year old 
Clemson1 commissary clerk, died 
at -the Anderson Memorial- Hos- 
pital at 1:10 a. m., Sunday, Feb- 
ruary 13, following an illness ot 
three weeks. 
He had been connected with 
Clemson College for the past 25 
years in the subsistence depart- 
ment. 
Mr. Whitten was born and rear- 
ed in Oconee County, being a son 
of H. M. and Annie Jefferson 
Whitten. , 
He is survived by,his wife, the' 
former Miss Lillian Lee, of Clem- 
son. Also two brothers, Rev. H. 
S. Whitten of Lockhart-'-and H. C. 
Whitten of Spartanburg; three 
sisters, Mrs. John F. Lange and 
Mrs. H. C. McKinney, both of 
Anderson and Mrs. J. P. Frazer of 
Laurens. 
Mr. Whitten was a member 
and steward of the Clemson 
Methodist Church. 
Funeral services were conduct- 
ed at the Clemson Methodist 
Church last Monday afternoon at 
2:30 by the Rev. E. W. Hardin 
in association with .Rev. Wallace 
Friday. 
// Hamlet' I f 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the Mutual Broadcasting system 
before joining Barter. Although 
she played over national hook-up 
programs, her first love, has al- 
ways been the theatre, and this 
year she deserted radio fame for 
Robert Porterfield's Barter Thea- 
tre. 
James Andrews was selected as 
the most promising young actor 
on   Broadway   by   Henry   Fonda, 





The Interior Department's Bu-. 
reau of Reclamation is offering 
jobs to student engineers. Stu- 
dents who have had two or three 
years of college engineering are 
being offered civil service posi- 
tions in multiple-purpose projects 
in the West. The underlying pur- 
pose of this engineer-trainer pro- 
gram is to prepare men for fu- 
ture jobs with the Department. 
Men with two years of college 
training are started at an annual 
salary of $2,498, and those who 
have completed three years are 
started at $2,724. Seniors graduat- 
ing this year are offered positions 
for a professional grade with an 
annual salary starting at $2,974. 
It is estimated that 400 men 
will be needed in 17 western states 
this summer from 60 to 90 days 
The first meeting of the statis- 
tical seminar class was held Tues- 
day, February 15, at 11:05 a. m. 
The meeting was conducted by J. 
A. Rigney, professor of experi- 
mental statistics at North Caro- 
lina State College in Raleigh: Ap- 
proximately 50 South Carolina 
Experiment Station staff mem- 
bers and School of Agriculture 
faculty   members   attended. 
It was decided to hold these 
classes Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday of each week for one 
month. The first regular class 
will begin next Tuesday at 12:00 
noon in Room 221, Long Hall. 
Any member of the college 
faculty will be welcome. 
Annual Formers Week 
Clemson, Aug. 22-26 
Clemson alumni throughout the 
state, the nation, and the world 
are keeping in constant contact 
with each other. A meeting of 
the Gaffney County chapter is 
planned for Monday, February 21, 
at the Gaffney High School. : during June to September. 
Ladies Night is the program of \ The greatest need is for civi1 
the Greensboro, N. C, club a ! engineers, but there will be open- 
week from tomorrow. Two Vir- ; ings for electrical, mechanical 
ginia grouns, Danville and Rich- I and other student engineers, 
mond, held meetings on February Those interested should apply for 
11  and  14  respectively. the  examination  between  Febru- 
According to J. H. Woodward, ' ary 8 and March 7, 1949. 
secretary of the alumni associa- Applications are available 
tion, a chapter has been organized through the college placement of- 
in far-off Japan. A meeting was fice, the dean, of the engineermf 
held in Tokyo in December and ; school, or by writing to the Exe- 
sirriilar meetings were proposed cutive Secretary, Central Boare 
ior  every   montfe of U. C. Civil Examiners, Bureau 
The ciass. of 19^4 will hold its \ of   Reclamation,   Denver   Federal 
quartern-century reunion here this   Center,  Denver,  Colorado, 
spring. 
Director Dan Reed 
who will play Polonious in the 
Barter Theater presentation of 
'♦Hamlet". 
1948 Barter Award Winner. An- 
drews has been hustling along the 
road to success on a route which 
has taken him from the West 
Coast to Broadway, ana now to 
the Barter Theatre. A talented 
vocalist, he sang with the Los 
Angeles Civic Light Opera and in 
several Broadway musicals, be- 
fore joining  Barter. 
With such a superb cast, the 
production of "Hamlet" could 
only by a great experience. If 
you've read "Hamlet", the play 
will have added meaning to you; 
if you haven't read it, you will be 
saved the trouble. 
NOTICE 
Members of the Jungaleers 
dance band who have not picked 
up their copies of the recording 
made in the Radio Studio, are 
requested to do so between 2:00 
p. m. and 5:00 p. m., Monday, 
Tuesday, or Wednesday, accord- 




Intercollegiate football has 
been taken away from college 
men, and the spirit of the game 
kidnapped from the players as a 
sacrifice to victory and box-of- 
fice success, Dr. William S. Carl- 
sen, president of the University 
of Delaware, recently told the 
Middle Atlantic States Collegiate 
Athletic "Conference at its 27th 
annual meeting in this city. 
Both   football   and  the   colleges 
j themselves,      with     endowments, j 
[ assets and budgets in the billions 
are   "big   business,"   Dr.   Carlson 
.; conceded.    Nevertheless,  he said, 
j   .iv respected  college  has  a rep- 
j utation  and  a  tradition  of  disin- 
terested service to maintain. This, 
he   added,   must   apply   even     to 
| the  entertainment  which  colleges 
retail in the form of football. 
"Because we do our business 
from within ivy-covered walls 
rather than canvas tents, and 
because I like to think that our 
colleges have a little more to of- 
fer than even Billy Rose does, I 
believe that it is incumbent upon 
us to maintain certain standards 
that other merchants of entertain- 
ment don't have," said Dr. Carl- 
ton. 
Intercollegiate football is aping 
the professional game in.increas- 
ing degree, as evidenced by the 
unlimited substitution ru^e, he 
contended. The latter, he said, 
is a symptom of the removal of 
college football from "the col- 
lege men whose broad backs are 
supporting the whole show." 
Citing the "battery of coaches 
and other experts" called into use 
for a college football game, Dr. 
Carlson demanded: "What kind 
of game is that? Must we mobi- 
lize such huge forces before we 
can permit a couple of dozen 
supposedly healthy and intelli- 
gent youths to play a game? 
College administrators must 
share responsibility for football's 
present state, Dr. Carlson said. 
"At any one of many points along 
the way," he said, "concerted ac- 
tion by the. presidents could have 
made football much less a prob- 
lem child than it is today. I think 
all of us are in this up to our 
necks . . . The trials and the er- 
rors of football are going to 
cause unhappy times for the pres- 
idents and the colleges them- 
themselves." 
Air Force Gets New Type Chevrons 
Will Have Slate-Grey Uniform 
The Air Force recently adopted 
a new slate blue uniform,' identi- 
cal for officers and enlisted men 
except for rank insignia, and an- 
nounced that all airmen will be 
equipped with the new uniform 
by 1 Sefit. 1950. Except for dif- 
ference in color, the uniform/is 
similar to present garb. 
A new set of chevrons for en- 
listed men has preceded the ad- 
vent of the uniform. The stripes 
are blue on a black background 
and the ends all point upward, 
making for a greater fesemblar.ee 
to a set of wings. Air Fore 
listed men began wearing 
stripes on Friday, February 11. 
General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, 
Air Force Chief of Staff, 
that sufficient cloth cannot be 
produced and distributed to equip 
all personnel until September of 
next year, but added that in the 
interim the wearing of the uni- 
form, procured at individual ex- 
pense, is authorized. Official des- 
ignation of the new color is 
"Shade 84 Blue." 
Wearing of the slate blue uni- 
forms will be mandatory after 
1 December 1950, Air Force offi- 
cials   said. 
Whether officers will be re- 
quired to pay for the uniforms out 
of  their  own  pocket  or   whether 
NEW AIR FORCE CHEVRONS 
request will be made for a special 
uniform allowance was not re- 
vealed. 
John Philip Sousa's lead of 
jazz is expressed in the following 
comment: "Jazz will endure as 
long as people hear it through 




New Philco Long iJiay 
Record Players 
Regular Price $29.95 
MARTIN'S PRICE $9.95 
with purchase of two 12 inch 
Lcng-Play  Records 
Martin's is located next to 
Bodiford's  Cleaners 
Plans are beginning to take 
shape for the annual Farmers' 
Week program to be held at 
Clemson,this summer. Dr. R. F. 
Poole, president of Clemson, has 
announced that the event will be 
staged here the week of August 
22-26. He has named Thos. ¥/. 
Morgan, assistant director of the 
Clemson Extension Service, chair- 
man of the Farmers' Week Com- 
mittee. 
Dr. Poole is formulating ap- 
propriate committees to begin 
work   in   all  departments '.of   the I writings 
"ollege in arranging for a variety 
3f activities for the week. 
The program will likely fol- 
low the same general pattern as 
the one which proved so suc- 
:essfuj last year. Efforts will be 
made to secure outstanding speak- 
ers; and demonstrations, class- 
room lectures, and field meetings 
./ill be arranged. 
Farm machinery and home 
squipment dealers and manufac- 
turers will be invited to display 
and demonstrate new and im- 
proved machinery and labor- 
saving appliances. Annual meet- 
ings of several state-wide farm 
groups will likely be held, in- 
cluding the annual meeting of the 
state 4-H club council. 
' The second annual rural min- 
isters' conference is expected to 
convene during' the week. This, 
conference proved to be one of 
'.he outstanding features of the 
1948 Farmers' Week and last 
year's group was unanimous in 
its desire that the conference be- 
come an annual event. 
The week's program will take 
place between semesters while 
the college students are away 
from the campus. This will make 
the college barracks and dining 
room available to help provide 
housing and meals for farm 
families who live at some dis- 
tance from  the college. 
ew Sowa 
Teaches 'Living' 
A new major, described as 
one which "will give students a 
chance to come in contact wi:h 
.Cundamental problems of hu- 
man life and to sea how certain 
great minds have dealt with 
them," has been established in 
the College of Liberal Arts at 
the University  of Iowa. 
In an attempt to cut across ex- 
isting boundaries, the new course 
of study will provide students 
with an integrated program of 
study in philosophy, history, lit- 
erature, art and the social scien- 
ces. 
The new major was developed 
from a course begun just last 
called "Contributions to 
European Literatui e and 
Thought." A select ' group of 
stndents studied the ideas and 
of    Machiavelli,   Plato, 
Rabelais, Frazer, Freud, O'Neill, 
Eliot, Locke, Milton, St. Fran- 
cis, Shakespeare, Gcethe, Mar- 
lowe and Aeschylus. 
The class was conducted after 
the Socratic method with two or 
more professors participating in 
the discussion. 
Backbone of the new major 
will be seminar courses at the 
junior-senior level. Four semes- 
ter courses have been planned: 
"Myth and Reason," 'The Good 
Society," "Natme and the Na- 
ture of Man/' and "Values m 'he 
Contemporary Society.'' Courses 
will be open to majors in all de- 
partments. 
THEATRE 
FRIDAY, FEB. 18 
#A Date With July" 
Jane   Powell,   Elizabeth   Tay- 
lor, Wallace Beery 
SATURDAY,  FEB.  19 
ON STAGE 
at 3 p. m. and 7:45 V. m. 
#Pop' Quiz' 
Balloon Bonus $125 
Plus  Valuable  Prizes by 
Local  Merchants 
On Screen 
'Dynamite' 
with  William   Gargan 
MON.-TUES.,   FEB.   21-22 
'Mexican  HayridV 
with Abbott &  Costello 
WED.-THURS. FEB.   23-24 
'Station West' 
with  Dick  Powell  a'rfd  Jane 
Greer 
PEOPLES  FURNITURE CO. 
FOR BETTER HOME FURNISHINGS 
SENECA,. S. C. 
NEW PALM BEACH DINNER JACKETS 
JUST ARRIVED 
See HOKE SLOAN 
We must pass 
pretty stiff exams, too 
Not only the steel we use must pass a rigid test : ; ; 
We have a "board of examiners" which tests the merits 
of all the operations of our company. 
That "board" consists of our employes, our customers, and 
Our stockholders—the three groups which have a primary 
interest in our business. x 
We believe it is to the benefit of the entire social order that 
we operate our company in the best interests of these three 
groups. And they give us some pretty tough quizzes from 
time to time. 
■ We believe our customers deserve the very best product 
we can manufacture at the lowest possible price. Our em- 
ployes are entitled to steady employment, good working 
conditions, and the highest possible income consistent with 
the economics of the business. Our stockholders should have 
a reasonable return on the capital they invest in our business. 
Our constant purpose is to maintain a fair balance between 
these three groups. 
In every college community in the country, one or more 
of these groups is represented. How well do our principles 
work out in practice? 
TAKE EMPLOYES. In the last six years, the number of IH 
employes has increased from 60,000 to 90,000—an increase 
of 30,000 jobs. In the same period, the average straight 
time hourly earnings of our factory employes have in- 
creased 92.6%. 
TAKE CUSTOMERS. Last year we produced more goods and 
services than ever before. Customers benefited from the fact 
that our margin of profit on sales was one-third less than 
in 1941. 
TAKE STOCKHOLDERS. They have had fair return on the 
savings they have invested in our Company. Dividends on 
common stock last year are equivalent to 5% on the book 
value, as compared with 4% in 1941. 
TAKE THE COMPANY. Last year we had profits, after taxes, 
of 5 V2 cents from each dollar of sales. We believe most people 
regard this as a reasonable rate of profit.   
We know it is our continuing ability to earn a reasonable 
profit that has made it possible for International Harvester 
in the past year to serve more people—customers, employes, 
and stockholders—in greater measure than ever before. 
Profits mean progress for everyone. 
jWe hope to be able to continue this record with each suc- 
ceeding year in the future. 
This 1,000,000-volt X-ray machine in Harvester's Manufacturing 
Research Department "looks through" 5)4. inches of steel to exam- 
ine the structure of fabricated parts. To protect operators and others 
from secondary radiation from its powerful tube, the machine is 
housed in a room with concrete walls 18 inches thick. Control is 
from a panel outside the room. 
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER 
180  NORTH  MICHIGAN AVENUE-•    CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
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The Honor System 
DON'T BOTHER TO CALL THE 
GUARD 
"We all got A's, all seven of 
us," chortled a friend the other 
day. "For once we all took the 
right crib notes!" 
A nearby student, pale and hag- 
ftgard,   smiled   tensely.   "Congratu- 
lations,"  he  murmured   manfully, 
"but   I   wasn't   so   lucky—I   took 
the wrong ones again!" 
While shedding a tear for the 
• unfortunate one, we were forced 
to reflect that that's how things 
go these uncertain times. After 
all, cheating is the best insurance 
a student can have on a final, 
and what can a person believe in 
if even his crib notes are Wrong? 
Of course, cheating's a lot safer 
rthan not cheating, but there are 
hazards involved in sure things 
nowadays. So it's easy to see 
that those who cheat aren't the 
academic thugs that they've been 
thought to be. Granted that stu- 
dents who cheat are afraid to 
Compete, afraid they won't make 
the grade if they don't have a 
head start, afraid they haven't 
got what it takes—but who can 
say these fears are groundless? 
Besides, there's often a. lot of 
dash, intelligence, and initiative 
required to cheat successfully, 
i^or instance, take the other day. 
'By devious jneans, an acquaint- 
ance of ours got into a professor's 
office and removed from it (just 
as a temporary loan) a copy of 
the final exam. The professor,' a 
crafty, suspicious, unscrupulous 
type, counted the exams and 
found one missing. Just to show 
what a low, sneaking character he 
had, he made up, a new exam. 
You think this left the lad hold- 
ing the bag? Not at all. He simply 
made another raid on the pro- 
lessor's office and got a copy of 
| Hhe new exam, which he distrib- 
uted generously. 
This was in a department which 
grades on a strict and undeviating 
curve. So naturally, when those 
few dullards who didn't have the 
revised final arrived at exam- 
time, they were tempted to throw 
their books out of the window 
and jump after them. But they 
had lacked the spirit and intel- 
lectual initiative of the youth who 
had gotten the last, final, so they 
fell by the wayside like all weak 
and stupid persons—after all, 
they just had copies of the origi- 
nal  exam. 
That's no isolated case. It's 
.just an example of the way to 
classify a very great many. UK 
students, as either 1, those'who 
cheat successfully, or 2, those who 
don't cheat—successfully. 
And there's been talk about the 
possibilities of • an honor system. 
How could it be effective on stu- 
dents who not only would have 
trouble spelling the word "dis- 
-honest" but who certainly don't 
sipply it to cheating, it beyond us. 
Maybe the state militia or the 
FBI could do something about it 
—but  we doubt  it. 
. —The Kentucky Kernal 
HANDWRITING ON THE WALL 
The men's honor system at Fur- 
man has flopped. That's all.there 
is to it and the sooner we wake 
up to the fact the better off we'll 
be. It's been coming for a long 
time and although at times things 
have seemingly been better, the 
present situation is one of a de- 
plorable   nature. 
Never in the history of Fur- 
-man's honor system have so many 
evidences as those existing dur- 
ing the past six months come to 
the attention of students and 
faculty alike. Last summer for 
example—one teacher's exam was 
stolen from the mimeographing 
room and supposedly passed on 
at a slight fee to other members 
of his class. During this past 
semester just completed- further 
observation shows that (1) books 
were opened by students while 
the teacher left the room, (2) one 
teacher received a note during an 
exam requesting that he stay in 
the room because of irregularities, 
■ (3) another teacher's exam was 
"out before it was given and (4) 
several times during the semester 
teachers have received anonymous 
notes stating that wholesale cheat- 
ing was prevalent in the class 
■room. 
To top it all off not one single 
case of violation--has been report- 
ed to the Student Council by a 
•STUDENT since March of 1948— 
almost one year ago. And yet if 
one cares to read the handbook— 
Furman definitely is on its honor 
and has the honor system. The 
old saying of the teachers having 
the honor and the students having, 
the system is becoming more in 
keeping with each passing day. 
The men's legislature after 
weeks of constant thought and ef- 
fort last spring revised the honor 
system so that the 'punishment 
would not be as severe as for- 
merly. This was done for one 
purpose—that of trying to im- 
prove the system. It was honest- 
ly felt on the part of the legisla- 
ture that a man would be more 
likely- to support something that 
would not necessarily mean ex- 
pulsion to the offender- for a first 
offense. 
Many have thought this was a 
wise move—others still take the 
view that it was simply throwing 
in the sponge. One thing certain 
at the present time is the honor 
system is definitely not working 
under the new code, and for that 
matter, apparantly would not 
have worked under the other. To 
put it in plain simple language 
with no punches pulled—"the 
cheater has become the hero on 
the Furman campus and the re- 
porter a completely ostracised in- 
dividual." 
This paper, or any other one 
like it, with any principles or 
ethics at all can no longer sit 
idly by and watch a student body 
have something in its constitution 
that it apparently does not believe 
in or is willing to uphold. The 
time has come for action, not 
mere words, talk, and letters to 
the editor. They are all good in 
their places and they have been 
in shown of good faith here at 
Furman but action to stop cheat- 
ing has almost completely vanish- 
ed. 
Student Council and the legis- 
lature have already held a joint 
meeting to discuss this serious 
problem and are in the middle of 
drawing up recommendations for 
future action now. Temporary 
suspension of the honor system 
until September first—from the 
academic standpoint—is being 
seriously considered along with a 
proposition that the faculty mem- 
bers stay in the room at all times. 
What course of action to be fol- 
lowed through remains to be seen. 
One can't visualize just how 
bad things will be without an 
honor system. The idea of having 
someone walking around the 
room at all times peering down 
your neck, not being able to leave 
the room except when you com- 
plete an exam, not-being able to 
utter a word to anyone, and the 
constant fear of being called a 
cheater is revolting in every sense 
of the word. This is exactly what 
will hapyen if the honor system 
is dissolved at Furman and tossed 
in the wastecan. There is serious 
doubt that even a handful of 
male students have conscientious- 
ly tried to make the system work 
here this year. With this state of 
affairs one can't even begin to 
alibi fpr its failure. 
In desperation and in a last 
minute effort to save what's left 
of our honor, Student Council and 
the Student Legislature may be 
forced to act as policeman and al- 
most go out of their way to re- 
port these violations. They may 
face complete ostracising from 
many members of the student 
body and lose friends, yet they 
appear willing to make the sacri- 
fice to save self government for 
the student body. Even if this is 
done, we'll .have a practically new- 
set of councilmen and legislature- 
men moving in next fall and what 
they'd do remains to be seen. 
This paper sounds the call for 
ACTION—Not on the part of one. 
two, a small group but all . . . if 
not then we say suspend the 
honor system and at least be 
above board with it all. The time 
has come to face the facts—we 
can't dodge them any longer. T. T. 
—The  Furman  Hornet 
THE VALUE OF CHEATING 
Cheating during an examina- 
tion certainly has very definite 
value. Its first value is a high 
mark on the examination and the 
course. Secondly, the parents are 
proud when they read such an ex- 
cellent report. In the third place 
the :professor has been "outsmart- 
ed." Quite a value! What more 
could  one ask? 
Even though one has proved to 
be shy in getting by without 
studying, there are two person; 
never fooled by such actions— 
oneself and God. Such actions 
destroy peace of mind, the recoect 
of fellow classmates, and above 
all, God is hurt by your sin. One 
cannot hide the sin from God 
nor can one forget that he has 
passed only by cheating and not 
by what he knows. 
It seems that along with - its 
value, there also is a great deal 
of destruction, not only to oneself 
but to other people as well. 
Cheating is to admit failure- 
failure to study diligently anc 
earnestly to receive the full bene- 
fit from the course. One ha' 
wasted money every time he 
cheats because his parents pay 
an enormous sum to give him the 
opportunity not afforded to all 
A cheater merely throws out oi 
the window several hundred dol- 
lars that his parents have sacri- 
ficed many years to provide 
Cheating shows just how mucl 
gratitude one has for the peopl< 
who Strive to give him the very 
best. 
Take a look in the future. Do 
you see your son or daughtei 
throwing your hard-earned money 
away? Does it bring back any 
memories?       M.   M: 
The  Newberry   Indian 
ON  CHEATING  IN  COLLEGE 
There is perhaps as little cheat- 
ing at Tech as at any college 
meaning that 85 per cent of thf 
student body practices it regular- 
ly and with varying degrees \.' 
ingenuity. 
The fact is not particularly un- 
toward,  since  cheating     is  made 
necessary by our present society 
which defines education as a sys- 
tem   of   competitive   examinatior 
to be given from kindergarten up 
In    this    way    children     soon 
learned that one child was not af 
good as the next, that a few were 
superior,     most    were    mediocre 
(average),   and   some   completely 
inferior. 
This interesting knowledge wai 
j arrived   at   by   studying   the   re- 
• suits of competitive examinations 
j without regard to background, in- 
i terest, or inclination of the com- 
| petitors. 
One who made 98 was thereby 
I good, noble, virtuous,- and the 
| prince of men, because he hac 
: succeeded; one who made 37 was 
| a social leopard, even in Dog- 
! patch. 
The system taught everybody 
to want to win, but at the same 
time decreed that nearly everyone 
should lose. It hurts tremendous- 
ly to lose. So there was discrim- 
ination and snobbery on the part 
of the winners, inferiority on the 
part of the losers. And cheating, 
a typical human and hence weak 
attempt to evade the incredible 
brutality of dog eat dog educa- 
tion. 
By the time students reached 
college they were formed to the 
moul. The danger of losing get? 
worse the higher you go, -so you 
find the majority more wildly 
bewildered than ever, honor stu- 
dents going to any length to keep 
their status (the way many got 
their rating to begin with), and 
the only real integrity of sou^ 
among those who fail, because 
they don't care enough to try tc 
pass, and thus have no incentive 
to cheat. 
The   conclusion   is  inescapable; 
there     should     be     examination 
j without   competition,   ho   passing 
I and no failure.    Education would 
then have to be made as free, as 
j just,    as    enjoyable    as   'possible. 
i That's treason: make the most of 
it.—The  Tennessee   Tech   Oracle. 
CLASSIFIED 
SCENE FROM "HAMLET" 
STONE  BROTHERS 
Civilian and Military Clothes 
Complete Outfitters to Men, Young 
Men and Students 
108 N. MAIN STREET GREENVILLE, S. C. 
OUR BEST grade heavy breed 
chicks 200 for $15.00. Send for 
Price List—Save Money. Worth- 
while Chicks, 101, W. North Ave., 
Baltimore  1,  Md. 
FOUND: One set of drawing in- 
struments in room 31, Main 
Building. Owner may obtain same 
by seeing Professor Bell and 
identifying them. 
THI gW^^CflMTOWH 
Specializing  in 
HOT DOGS 
AND   HAMBURGERS 
Open 'Til 1:00 A. M. 
The above picture is from Shakespeare's "Hamlet" which will be 
•»*»*«riteJI hv the Barter Players next Wednesday night in the 
College Chapel. 
Specs®! Camera Used To Check 
Speed Of New Army Jet1 Fighters 
The Air Force F-85 jet fightei ♦ 
holder of the world's speed record, 
'ravels so fast in a dive that a 
special system of cameras used 
luring the war for tracking 
rockets has been found necessary 
.'o check its speed. 
Powered 'by a General Electric 
1-47 jet engine, the F-86 holds 
he world's.speed record for level 
(light—a fpaction under 671 miles 
oer hour-—but instruments for. 
measuring this level flight speed 
are not accurate enough for the 
iive tests, according to engineers 
if the North American Aviation. 
Inc., builder of the swept-wing 
■lighter. 
To measure the speed of the 
F-86 in dives, the engineers plan 
"•o use a battery of five Askania 
cameras. Developed during the 
var in Germany, the cameras 
'map" the sky and measure the 
absolute height of a bomb, missile 
3r airplane at any 'point in a dive 
with accuracy within plus cr 
minus 20 feet at-altitudes as high 
as 40,000 feet. Radar, the next 
best known method of height 
measurement, has an error of 
plus or minus 200 feet. 
plus the instrumentation in the 
airplane itself, the engineers ex- 
pect to get exact air-speed read- 
ings. 
North American is believed to 
be the first to use the Askania 
camera for tracking an airplane 
in flight. The camera has been 
in use before in guided missile 
development   in   this   country. 
To determine whether the Ask- 
ania camera would be suitable for 
use In dive tests of the F-86, 
North American engineers track- 
ed ah Air Force F-80 in dive tests 
from a height of-39,000 feet. The 
telescopic lenses of the' camera 
gave a clear image of the airplane 
at that height, it was said. 
Postal Clerk Boggs 
Very Monotonous 
By HASSELL  SIMPSON 
Maybe you don't know hif 
name. If you are new here., it 
may be that you have never even 
seen him. But if you are one o1 
the few who are permitted to re- 
main here several years, doubtles: 
you will do business many timss 
with  Herman  Boggs. 
Mr. Boggs, in case you don't 
know, is the finance clerk down 
at the Post O11^6- He is the nar 
behind the window labelec 
"Money Orders, Postal Savings" 
When you. buy a money order 01 
a postal note, or invest in iposta: 
savings, you pay your money to 
Mr. Boggs. When, or if, you pay 
your box rent, pay for a C. O. D. 
or make some claim against the 
Post Office, it is Herman who 
fondles the folding green . stuff. 
A native of Oconee County, he 
was. born in 1913. He attended 
high school here and graduated 
from Clemson College with the 
class of 1934. Mr. and Mrs. Boggf 
and two little Boggses live at 
Clemson. 
His    work,    says    Herman,   is 
"very routine".    During an aver- 
age day, he writes approximate^ 
one hundred'money orders, vtwen 
ty C. O. D.'s, 15 postal notes, an 
ten   box   rent   transactions,    an' 
handles three or four claims.    A 
times,  he  does bookwork for  th 
assistant    postmaster,    Mr.    Kin- 
and occasionally he pinch-hits fo. 
other employees.    We gather that 
the work is monotonous because, 
as   Herman   says,   the   unusual   is 
mostly  criminal,    and    "Clemson 
has a high-type post-office patron- 
age unmatched anywhere else in 
the  country." 
The Post Office is constantly 
trying to improve its service, and 
if 'personable, courteous Herman 
Boggs has. anything to do with 
the matter, the service cannot 
fail to improve. 
POSTAL CLEKK   HERMAN  EOGGS 
Last Years Progress In Land^Sea 
And Air Transportation Is Td.M' 
i Eta Sigma To 
Present Sr. Award 
Phi Eta Sigma has voted to 
present the senior having the 
highest grade point ratio at the 
time of Scholarship Day an award 
which will be announced at a 
later date. Scholarship Day is 
held at Clemson each year in 
M«v. 
Phi Eta Sigma is a national 
honorary freshman scholastic 
fraternity requiring one of the 
highest grade point ratios for 
membership among the various 
scholastic fraternities on- the cam- 
pus. 
lamed New Abbeville Agent 
L. H. Bull, assistant county 
agent for Abbeville County dur- 
ing the last three years, has been 
named county agent to succeed 
Z. B. Robinson, who retired Feb- 
ruary 1 after 30 years of service. 
Bull,   who   graduated   in   voca- 
in the army. He w:as a combat 
infantry captain for five years 
during World War II, and was 
wounded and captured by the 
Germans. 
A   native   of   Calhoun   County, 
he    married    the    former    Delia tional   agricultural   education    in, 
By determining absolute height ' the class of 1940, has spent most, Martin of Arkansas.    They have 
and  using  triangulation   methods of the time since his graduation I a son> Jimmy, two years old. 
First operation in this coun- 
ry of a gas turbine—electric lo- 
comotive, development of the 
aircraft jet engine which enabled 
establishment of a new world's 
speed record, and the announce- 
ment that more than one third of 
the 50 large oil tankers under 
construction or contract during 
1948 will be supplied with G-E 
propulsion turbines or gears, 
highlighted the year's progress 
in air, land, and sea transporta- 
tion as outlined in a year-end 
summary by the General Electric 
Company today. 
Other outstanding events in 
transportation announced during 
the year by the company included 
openings of the new aircraft gas 
turbine test laboratory in Lynn; 
first deliveries to the Air Force 
of armaments for the world's 
largest bomber; beginning of pro- 
duction on gun turrets and arm- 
ament-system control for B-50 
bombers; development with Pratt 
& Whitney, of a new and revolu- 
tionary piston-jet engine; and 
installation of the world's largest 
shipboard boom conveyor capable 
of unloading 2200 tons per hour. 
Powerplant of the North Amer- 
ican F-86, the General- Electric- 
produced J-47 jet engine was 
turned  out  in  quantity   at  Lynn. 
] To meet demand for the turbojet, 
the    company     leased   a   700,000 
i square  ft.  plant  at  Lockhart,  O., 
| where the J-47 wall be assembled. 
I This engine is the one which 
powered the F-86 to a new 
world's speed record of 670.981 
mph. 
Among ships delivered main 
propulsion units were five large 
cargo carriers, now in service be- 
tween North and South America. 
Included among these was the 
16,000 horsepower Bulkpetrol, 
world's largest tanker. 
■ The    gas   turbine-electric      lo- 
jc'omotive,   now   undergoing   tests, 
will probably see- active service 
by spring of 1949 with the Union 
Pacific Railroad. 
The new aircraft gas turbine 
research laboratory in Lynn was 
in partial operation through 1948, 
and provided data which con- 
tributed to the TG-190 produc- 
tion -program.- The laboratory in- 
cludes three basic, tests which 
evaluate the performance of the 
major jet engine parts; compres- 
sor, combustion system, and tur- ' 
bine. 
Armament systems for -the Air 
Force arc composed of several 
nnwor-driy.en gun . turrets, with 
their controllf as well as optical 
and ' radar sighting . stations and, 
automatic eomputer-s. They are 
designed for use on the huge 
Consolidated B-36, 
Collaboration between Pratt & 
Whitney and General Electric re- 
sulted in the radically-new Wasp 
:Major VDT engine. Consisting 
of a 28-cylinder P&W; engine and 
a two-stage G-E variable <^ft 
charge' Uu'bosupercharger, the 
VDT engine increases the out- 
put of the Wasp Major from 3500 
to more than 43.0.0 horsepower. 
■ 6v.?. of*»-the!4nstest^ei&<ur&Bmb*~•> 
ing systems yet devised was in- 
stalled on the Great Lakes vessel 
SS Cri'pin Oglebay by the Am- 
erican Shipbuilding Company. 
T-he a i-electric conveying system 
incfoases  by  more  than  a    third 
c i ..V,I0.J ;Rg speed for ships of 
this type. 
More than 50 railroad officials 
and technical experts watched a 
demonstration of the 8090 hp 
railroad gas turbine powerplant 
in March. Since then the unit 
has been ■ installed, in an .experi- 
mental Alco-G. E. locomotive and 
is undergoing track tests. 
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I KNOW 
HOW MILD A 
CIGARETTE CAN BE! 







after making ^ 
?mm? 
THE 30-DAY MILDNESS 
TEST; CONVINCED ME. 
CAMELS ARE 
SO MILD-AND TASTE 




NOT ONE SINGLE CASE 
OF THROAT IRRITATION 
Smoke Camels and test them in your owa 
"T-Zone." T for taste, T for throat. If, at 
any time, you are not convinced that Camels 
are the mildest cigarette you ever smoked, 
return the package with the unused Camels 
and we will refund its full purchase price, 
plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds To* 
bacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C. 
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City Qf The Blind 
One of the most precarious, Vet necessary, ventures that 
a person at .Clemson ban attempt is to try to travel on foot 
at night anywhere on the campus. Prefab occupants, es- 
pecially, arc subjected to this hardship. Stumbling into 
ditches, over curbs and fire-hydrants, and up and down 
steps, there is a good chance.that students won't make it' 
through a four-year slreteh at Clemson without being in- 
jured at least once. 
Some of our most heavily-traveled sidewalks are regu- 
lar mazes after the sun goes down. The area between the 
Y and the Physics Building, a hazard because of the high 
banks there, is as dark as a coal mine after daylight. In- 
habitants, of the temporary barracks must buy flashlights if 
they intend visiting the 'main, campus at night. Some claim 
that a nigh time trip to the library is best made by taking 
sporadic jumps as intermittent automobiles come by to 
light the unknown void ahead. 
In the prefab areas, it's almost out of the question to 
expect sidewalks. Yet, some areas still have no effective 
lighting to make it possible to walk, and miss all the pitfalls 
endangering an unwary traveler, after nightfall. Perhaps 
the recent outbreak of "peeping toms" would have been sup- 
pressed Irj' g°0(' street-lighting systems. 
Edison had a good idea when he invented the electric 
light. It is .particularly adaptable to street lighting. Sure- 
ly Clemson, the fortress of scientific development and the 
mecca for machine-age enthusiasts, will some day see the 
light and use a light. ' 
Needed—An Overtime Penalty 
It's bad enough that you have to spend three hours in a 
lab to earn one Credit, but it gets to be a felony when stu- 
dents are forced to stay overtime to finish a problem. In 
some of these, labs, students must even go back at night in 
order to complete; a "prescribed semester's work."  . 
This trend can be traced, in part, to the fact that some 
professors apparently think their course is the most im- 
portant tauglit at this school. Perhaps a good way to settle 
the whole thing would lie to put them all together in one 
room and let them fight it out with no holds barred. 
However, lab instructors are not the onlv ones that 
grab more than tlieir allotted time. It's just that for the one 
credit earned in a lab, you feel short-changed. 
Professors in the three-credit bracket also are prone to 
run over the five-minute bell. Then when the student is 
late getting to the next class, that professor eats him out 
for beiiig tardy. Tims, Hie reason for the prevalence of the 
attitude—"I shou'da stood in bed." 
Although the outcome of such a drastic measure can- 
not be foretold, it seems that a good solution would be for 
the students in such a class to get up and move out en masse 
at-five minutes 'til. Admittedly, this is impolite; yet, set 
is the professor in, question. "When in Rome, do as the 
Romans do." 
Talk of the 
By HOWELL ARTHUR 
Owed to Music 
Yes, you're right. 
If you were at Clemson last year, and if 
you were a regular reader of The Tiger, 
you have seen the cartoon above before. 
Last year it was printed after the concert, 
as'a reproach. Now it is being used before, 
as an appeal. 
It is unfortunate that Clemson's prob- 
lems must be dragged into the limelight in 
this manner, particularly since, as usual, the 
fault lies with a few. The few must be sup- 
plicated, though, if the many are to enjoy 
a program for which all are paying equally. 
Troublemaking where trouble is especial- 
ly undesirable seems to be peculiar province 
of people who, through neglect or indiffer- 
ence, appear to be unlearned in the basic 
amenities which have come to be accepted 
almost: as common law. It sometimes ap- 
pears that they seek to achieve popularity 
through effecting others' discomfort. Surely 
they could choose no surer road to antipa- 
thy. Unavoidably, there are always some 
who repay bad conduct with, the Iooked-for 
approbation. And usually they are Very 
noisy in tlieir appreciation, thus adding to 
the general turmoil end aggravating the dis- 
gust of sensible men and women. 
The Concert Series is one of the few con- 
cessions Clemson makes to Culture. Most 
of the students attend each of the five pro- 
grams it presents, and a great many of them 
derive sincere en-joyment therefrom. They 
like to hear and see master performers in- 
terpret the works of master composers as 
Hie latter probably intended them to be in- 
terpreted. To mention the importance of 
silence under such circumstances seems ri- 
diculous. 
You, Too? 
Nevertheless, breaches of courtesy will 
occur. Nor are they confined to the, un- 
tutored. There lies the chief failing of 
words such as these. In every community, 
there is a group which considers itself above 
reproach,   which,   confident   in   its   "holier 
than .thou" concept, takes, critical writings 
to apply to all others, even receiving self- 
satisfaction from these writings as it ad- 
justs its homemade halo. 
This is a mistake. Inveterate concert- 
goers of a certain type, possibly more than 
any other single set, are given to whisper- 
ing during musical renditions, a damnable 
sin. Letting their smugness serve as the 
pride which goes before a fall, they slide in- 
to little rudenesses which bring to mind 
the poet's story about the louse. Honest 
rowdiness, for all its iniquity, has' more vir- 
tue than their unconscious crudities. 
Because the committee which selects 
artists for the series is composed, for the 
most part, of grownups, and, therefore, is 
hardly representative of the students who 
are authorized to occupy a large number of 
the seals, boredom often creeps over some 
of the more lowbrow members of the au- 
dience (and sometimes, whether or not they 
admit it, over'the highbrow's as well). Cer- 
tain of these deem it natural that they 
should leave at such times, and leave they 
do, whether the occasion be intermission or 
the middle of a piece of music in which 
others of the audience are deeply interested. 
In the former case, taking one's leave is ex- 
cusable, even commendable at times, al- 
though it may cause the ex-listener to miss 
the better half of the concert. In the lat- 
ter, it results in a din which destroys the ef- 
feet of the music and frequently biimgs the 
artist or conductorUo halt his performance 
until the interruption subsides. 
These are but a few of the crimes which 
can go together to ruin an evening for a 
serious music-lover. Some of the others 
arc more serious, and all are easily recog- 
nizable, even to their perpetrators. 
Cardinal Newman defined a gentleman 
as one who never inflicts pain. That goes 
for ladies, too. Some would-be listeners 
are hurt when they are not allowed to en- 
joy concerts for which they have paid high 
admission prices.    Maybe they're right. 
Dear Tom, 
It has been a great privilege 
to me to act in the capacity of 
Cadet Chaplain for the last two 
semesters. I hesitate to call my- 
self an ex-CHAPLAIN because" I1 
think of chaplain as minister; 
minister as shepherd. I am sure 
that many have seen the time 
when I could not be called a shep- 
herd. I have enjoyed the plea- 
sure, have learned a good bit 
about others, and most of all, I've 
learned much about myself for 
one realizes his own tendencies, 
toward not recognizing his own 
mistakes when he attempts to be 
patient with others. It is my 
prayer and hope, however, that 
each of us will attain those ideals 
that have been taught us by our 
Master. As He was crucified be- 
cause of His failure to please 
everyone, we will surely be cru- 
cified also; we must decide who 
will crucify us. I feel quite hon- 
ored that several boys, including 
two seniors, one of which is a 
veteran, have actually put enough 
faith and trust in me to talk 
with me about their own personal 
.probleijns. Even though my ad- 
vice might have been weak, I 
feel that those boys are true 
friends of mine because of the 
few moments I spent with them, 
and it was to my benefit and en- 
joyment. I appreciate the fine 
cooperation everyone has shown 
me in my efforts, and I'm sure 
you will enjoy working with my 
very capable successor who will 
do even more than I have done. 
I remain in the hopes of being 
your friend. 
(Signed)  Wayne Ballentine 
cm *P%PW Ot&e% $ollefe 1Rof& 
This is probably old news to 
some of you, but maybe the ma- 
jority of you are like me, and 
haven't heard it yet. lit seems 
that some (Joker girls got to- 
gether and conducted a poll to see 
just which boys' school ranked 
highest at Coker. The scoop is 
just this: Clemson polled 63 votes 
to Carolina's . 23. Again the 
Clemson "Country Gentlemen" 
downed the Carolina "Playboys" 
at their own- game in their own 
back yard. Not only did Clemson 
rout Carolina but polled more 
votes than all other colleges put 
together. 
It was a lovely night. The 
wolf smooched: "This is the way 
I like it . . . kiss . . . kiss, and 
pause . . . Kiss and pause." 
To which the babe responded: 
"The kissing's okay, but keep 
your paws to yourself." 
—Kentucky   Kernal 
By  BILL BERRY 
George Benard Shaw sent Win- 
ston Churchill two tickets to the 
opening performance of his new- 
est play. With caustic humor, 
GBS included a note which read: 
Dear Winston: I enclose two tick- 
ets to my play. ]please brjng a 
friend if you have one." Church- 
hill replied: "Dear Bernard: I re- 
turn the two tickets to the open- 
ing night of your play with re- 
gret. Previous commitments pre- 
vent my attending. However, I 
should be glad to attend the sec- 
ond's' night performance, if there 
is one." 
B.  C.  Heights 
"My girl and I were out drink- 
ing rum last night when  .  .  ." 
"Jamaica?" 
"Let's not get so personal." 
—Yellow   Jacket 
"Did my check corao today?" 
I had a girl named Mexicali 
As pretty as a rose; 
She sat upon a cactus bush 
And  Mexicali  rose. 
PAPA'S  POEM 
■' To send my boy to college 
I put a mortgage on the shack; 
I spent ten thousand dollars, 
—Kentucky   Kernal  And got  a quarterback. 
A few score and several months 
ago fashion designers brought 
forth against American woman a 
new look, conceived in ignorance 
and greed, and dedicated to the 
proposition that woman's legs 
should no longer be discernible 
beneath her skirts. 
Now we are.engaged in a great 
battle between fashion and com- 
mon sense, testing whether that 
look, or any other look so con- 
ceived and so dedicated, can long 
endure, or rather endure long. 
We are met here to dedicate a 
memorial to those brave 'men who 
struggled so long to raise women's 
skirts. It is altogether fitting 
and proper that we should do 
this. 
The world will little note nor 
long remember what we do in this 
age except whether we poor 
males triumph or fail in this age- 
old struggle. We, the living, do 
hereby highly resolve that these 
brave men shall not have died in 
vain, and that skirts above knees, 
by the knees, and for the men 
shall not perish from the earth. 
^—DuBois 
—Georgia Tech Yellow Jacket 
PLATTER 
CHATTER 
Many of the top name bands 
are changing their styles to help 
fill the gap left by the retirement 
of Stan Kenton from the music 
world. These bands are going 
all-out in tackling the progres- 
sive jazz situation. Woody Her- 
man has already changed, his 
having vvax,ed one album 
in progressive jazz. The latest 
additions to this new field of mu- 
sic are Jerry Wald and Charley 
Barnet. Barnet felt that Kenton 
had too many restrictions, so he 
has made no rules concerning 
dances and concerts. Wald will 
be remembered by some of the 
older students for his fine music 
during the Clemson Mid-Winter 
Ball in the spring of 1943. 
Artie Shaw announced that he 
is definitely through with the 
dance band business and, hence- 
forth, will concentrate on long- 
hair concerts exclusively. . Shaw- 
says there is more to music than 
"Stardust". He added that any 
real musician, as any painter or 
writer, can't be content to stand 
still and do the same thing over 
and over again* Shaw\ has been 
studying concert music on both 
clarinet and guitar in New York 
City for the last several months. 
At present, he is doing occasional 
guest appearances with symphony 
orchestras. 
Have you heard Woody Her- 
man's "Four Brothers"? It is, a 
fine jump tune featuring four 
saxes. Seems that Herman has 
gone overboard for progressive 
jazz and be-bop. Speaking of 
be-bop, a 25-year-old physics 
professor from the University of 
Connecticut recently won a con- 
test for his best explanation of 
bop. He says, "Bop embodies, in 
its harmonic structure, logical 
extensions of the harmony form- 
erly found in jazz. If one alT 
lews bop to consist solely of this 
supercharged technique that is 
used today, i combined with the 
new wellknown harmonic exten- 
sions, it, entirely lacks 'feeling'— 
the personal factor which has al- 
ways been an important part of 
good jazz."    How  about that? 
Pedestrian Protection 
you can't say that Oscar didn't 
warn you, and there were certain 
unfortunate individuals who did 
not heed that warning, so take 
your medicine. 
OSCAR SAYS  
first Oscar would like to pre- 
sent his weekly four roses to the 
C. D. A. for two fine danees. The 
decorations and music were of the 
best. 




Alpha Chi Psi really whooped 
it up in Seneca. Hear they moved 
out just before the sheriff ar- 
rived. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
Redwood is becoming synonom- 
ous with a "hell raising" party. 
Yes, he did it again—both nights. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that Professor Gillespie got in" 
the dance as a chape'rone. What'll 
they think of next? 
OSCAR SAYS  
that "Sleepy" Ashley didn't 
want to go to the dance anyway., 
OSCAR SAYS  
that'as usual, Charlie Pace was 
in rare form. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that "Poison" Clegg is up to 
his old tricks. He's a good old 
boy, though, but who in the . . . 
OSCAR SAYS  
that if Byers knew mechanics 
as well as he knows how to cat 
around, he'd make a name foii 
himself. 
Mr. Trevillian seemed to have 




"Quinn" Jeffords didn't miss a 
trick. White gloves one night and 
ski boots the next. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
"Geech" Jenkins seems to be 
doing all right now with his little 
package from Winthrop, but Os- 
car predicts competition for the 
future. 
OSCAR SAYS ;  
if "R. O." doesn't stop mimick- 
ing certain professors on the cam- 
pus, he's going to be way down on 
the list. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that "Combat" Clardy also got 
in his share of operating (?) this 
week-end. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that "Scoop" Reynolds swears 
he's the big dog down at Breneau 
Don't get too overconfident, big 
boy. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that   Head    Hunter    and    Burt 
Holland go all out for originality. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that  Hickerson  was riding  this 
week-end. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that Bob Menendes should 
know by now that daylight neck- 
ing won't, be tolerated in front of 
the  main   building." 
OSCAR SAYS  
that    he's    surprised    at    John 
that "lover boy" Leech was 
literally robbing the cradle Sat- 
urday night. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that "Doc" Lachicotte can ser- 
iously get down to keeping uu 
with his women with no football, 
worries. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that T. W. Lewis should move 
to Converse. He stays there most 
of the time anyway. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that it's time for "Zeke" Riley 
to be getting that sheepskin. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that "Rah" Man Price is mak- 
ing many points in the treasur- 
er's office. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that he (Oscar) hopes the latest, 
fourth barracks commandoes don't  . 
get the same raw deal that the*' 
last group did. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that the • answer to the tenth 
question on the Geography 301 
final will probably be Uh . . . 
OSCAR SAYS  
that it seems as though exJ 
parson Ballentine is still "pulling" 
since he was the main sponsor of 
a birthday party for poor lil* ol' 
Arthur Banks. 
OSCAR SAYS  
that the latrines in the Engine 
House aren't as clean as Car* 
michael  says they  are. 
That's. What You Think 
THE QUESTION:    What pianist would you like to see appear on 
next year's concert series? 
A. L. SHEIDER, TE, '52—Jose Iturbi.   j 
J. R. DAWKINS, TE, '51—Victor Borge. 
HENRY TECKLENBURG, A&S, '49—Someone that would appeal lb 
the masses, like Oscar Levant. 
O. H. DUNN, 151, '52—-Frankie Carle. 
V. E. MERCHANT, Pre-Med, '52—Carmen Cavallaro 
L. M. MAGRUDER, A&S, '50—Hugh McGarity would thrill me very 
much. 
E. S. CHRISAWN, CE, '52—Jose Iturbi. 
L. D. HARDWICK, Ind. Ed., '50—Oscar Levant. 
J. D. McELVEEN, AH, '51—Jose Iturbi. 
RICHARD CONEY, Arch, '49—Oscar Levant would be right fine. 
Q. II. FELLOWS, TM, '50—Jimmy Durante. 
J. D. WHITMIRE, TM, '52—Jose Iturbi. 
J. G. HICKERSON, A&S,-'49—Whittemore and Lowe.    I prefer duo- 
pianists rather than a single artist. 
RICHARD FOARD, CE, '52—Hoagy Carmichael. 
O. F. LOVELACE, Dairy, '51—Heck, I don't know  any good piano 
players. 
F. D. DABNEY, ME, '51—Frankie Carle. ' He's pretty good. 
J. C. MORRIS. Arch. En?. '50—I'd like to hear Oscar Levant, for he 
plays both classical and popular music and is a noted humorist^ also. 
M. F. AKERS, A&S, '52—Carmen Cavallaro. 
L. M. WHEATLEY, A&S, '51—Oscar Levant. 
J. G. LATT, CE, '52—I'm no musician.    I wouldn't know one piano* 
player from another. 
E. A. SMITH, Ind. Ed, '50—Carmen Cavallaro. 
W. P. BETHEL, TM, '51—Ernest Tubb. 
W. R. CHAPMAN, Pre-Med, '49—Alec Tcmpleton.    He's  some  kind 
of fine! 




Danger is on the night shift! 
Three times as many pedestrians 
are killed during hours of dark- 
ness even though there are fewer 
cars operating. Drivers just don't 
see pedestrians at night soon 
enough! What's worse is that the 
pedestrian believes he is visible 
even in dark clothing. He isn't! 
As a result he's hit. Wearing or 
carrying white and crossing cau- 
tiouslv-nrevent s"oh sieoirlonts. 
February  13   (Friday) 
.   7:30 p.     m.—Anderson    Rotary 
Club  Ladies' Night;  Mess  Hall. 
February 19  (Saturday)   , 
8:30 a. m.-5 p. m.—National 
Teachers Examination; Audito- 
rium of Agricultural Building. 
February   20   (Funday) 
2:20, 0:20 p. m.—Vesper Ser- 
vices; YMCA. 
February 21   (Monday) 
4:00 p. m.—Calendar Commit- 
tee;   Registrar's  Office. 
7:30 p. m.—Sage Club; YMCA. 
8:30 p. m.—Blue Key; Club 
Room. 
February  22   (7 uesday) 
8:00 p. m.—Free Concert by 
the Furman University Glee 
Club, Dupre Rhame, Director; 
College Chapel. 
8:30 p. m.—Tiger Brotherhood; 
Tiger Den. ,       , 
February 23   (Wednesday) 
for 6:5   p.   m.—Church   Night 
Campus Churches. 
•   8:00   p.   m.—'Hamlet",   Play   by 
Barter Theater of Virginia, sponJ_ 
sored  by  Blue  Key    and    Little 
Theater;  College Chapel. 
8:30-10:30 p. m.—Naval Re- 
serve Unit; Chemistry Lecture 
Room. 
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The South Carolina 4-H Club* 
sweet potato growing champions i 
have returned home aft«r an ex- ! 
citing, and dazzling trip to Wash- t 
ington,' Philadelphia, a;id New i 
York. 
While  the  primary  purpose   of 
the tour was to follow their prize ; 
potatoes    right    into    the    ware- | 
houses^and  stores   and   see   them ' 
purchased bythe  consumer,  other 
highlights   claimed    equal   atten- 
tion of the youngsters. Radio pro- j 
grams,  television  shows,   picture: 
with the mayors of New York and 
Philadelphia, and with Ice Queen | 
Sonja    Henie,    plus    a    snowball | 
fight in Washington,  appeared to 
rank with the marketing phase of 
their trip. 
The winning team, from Horry 
County, included William Ander- 
son and Jimmy Anderson, Fair 
Bluff;. John T. Hayes. Jce Strick- 
land and Sum Strickland, Tabor 
City; and Keith Blount. Loris. 
Other outstanding performers in 
the contest who also made the 
trip were Bert Hubbard, -Hardee- 
ville (Jasper County); Danny 
Danzlec, Holly Hill (Orangeburg 
County); Warner Baxley, Mullins 
(Marion County); Tom Smith. 
Willistoh (Barnwell County); and 
Ned iHinson, Loris (Horry Coun- 
ty). 
Accompanying the winners 
were/l Messrs. Joe Blount, A. T. 
Hayes, 'N. B. Strickland, Robert 
Baxley, Wilton Anderson, fathers 
of the champs; R. S. Mellette, At- 
lantic Coast Line Railroad; Hugh 
Bowers, extension horticulturist; 
Charle& Langford, extension 
marketing specialist; Don A. Ben- 
ton, assistant county agent and 
coach of the winning, team; and 
J. T. Rogers, district 4-H Club 
agent of Florence. 
The i contest was conducted 
state-w-kte among 4-H Club boys 
in cooperation with the Clemson 
College Extension Service, and 
was designed to develop improved 
methods of production and 
marketing of sweet potatoes on 
an organized and cooperative 
basis to increase its value in South 
Carolina as a cash crop. 
Pork Chops on the Hoof in Guam 
*?lHB2g&8* 
idden Springs Supply 
© ion ©r 
By JIMMY CUSHMAN 
south Carolina champion 4-H sweet potatoes received much 
prominence in A & P Food Stores in Philadelphia on February 1 
when the 11 winning boys went north with a select car of their 
fine potatoes. Above several of them are shown in one of the 
chain's supermarkets in Philadelphia. One of the store's em- 
ployees, Herman Craper, on the left above, is a former 4-H club 
boy from Estill, S. C. This contest attracted 175 4-H club boy 
stants the past year. It is conducted by the Clemson Ex- 
tension Service and sponsored by the A & P Food Stores. The 
reward for the winners was this trip on which the boys saw the 
sights in Washington and New York, in addition to studying the 
markets in Philadelphia, seeing their potatoes sell there, and also 
teking in the historical sights of the Quaker City. 
On farms established by the U. S. Naval Government on Guam, 
American sailors instruct natives in modern agricultural meth- 
ods. The produce from the farms is used for Naval personnel and 
the rehabilitation of the natives. ■ In photo above, a seaman, first 
class drives some pigs to feed.' (OBtiai Navy photogtapb) 
Clemson Methodists Make Plans • 
To Attend S* C. Student Conference 
The   yam   champs   first   visited: 
Washington, where they were the j 
guests   of   Congressman   John   L. 
McMilliri at luncheon at the Cap- j 
itol.   Six inches of snow and sleet 
limited   their   sightseeing,   but   a; 
good-natured snowball fight com- j 
pensated for the last of ether ac- | 
tivity.    In Philadelphia,  they  su- 
pervised unloading of their yams 
from /freight cars at the terminal 
of the Atlantic Commission Com- 
pany,   then   followed   them ^jnto 
the   A   &   P   Food   Stores,   where 
they saw them -purchased by the j 
consumers.    After participating in \ 
radio    and    television    programs i 
they   met   with   Mayor   Bernard I 
Samuels     of    Philadelphia, .   and j 
toured     the     Curtis     Publishing 
Company   plant.     * 
In New York, again they were 
the guests of A & P Food ,Stores, 
sponsor of the contest. At Radio 
City they were televised on the 
ABC network TV "News and 
Views" program were interviewed 
by New York radio farm direc- 
tors, Tom Page and Phil Alampi, 
toured the studios and heard their 
potato-growing feat lauded coast- 
to-coast on the Fred Waring pro- 
gram. They also visited the Wash- 
ington Market, world's largest 
distribution center, A & P's pre- 
packaging plant at Jersey City, 
sailed across the Hudson River to 
Bedloe's Island and climbed to 
the tc-p of the Statue of Liberty 
and saw many other places of in- 
terest in and around the largest 
city in the world. 
Questioned     regarding     what 
part of their trip they would like 
to repeat, the concensus revealed 
they were most impressed by the 
twenty-four-story ascent into the 
head of the Statue cf Liberty and 
the skating they saw at the Sonja 
Henie ice show at Madison Square 
Garden. 
Commenting on the entire pro- 
gram, J. T. Rogers, of the Clem- 
son College Extension Service, 
said, "The sweet potato project is 
one of the most worthwhile of- 
fered by the Extension Service. 
The boys really . complete the 
program when they see their own 
potatoes reach a northern market 
and actually purchased1 by the 
consumer. It's a complete educa- 
tion and a real project from seed 
selection to the actual delivery 
and sale of their sweet potatoes. 
The trip, which they receive as 
their prize, is something they 
never forget and may never ex- 
perience again." 
Theo Monroe, president of the 
South Carolina Methodist Stu- 
dents, will be one of the forty 
delegates from the Clemson Wes- 
ley Foundation who will attend 
the South Carolina Student Con- 
ference this week-end. It is es- 
timated that approximately 400 
students from South Carolina 
colleges will be guests of the 
Wesley Foundation of the Wash- 
ington Street Methodist Church 
in Columbia. 
The conference will begin Fri- 
day afternoon, February 16, and 
continue through Sunday, Feb- 
ruary 20. President Theo Mon- 
roe of Clemson has announced 
that a full program of religious 
activities has been planned to 
make the conference a successful 
one. Prominent speakers have 
been selected who have had much 
experience in stad'nt leadership. 
Social and fellowship periods art 
planned, including a banquet in 
the Jefferson Fo el Saturday 
night for all o. the delegates. 
The conference has additional 
meaning to the Clemson students, 
because many of the active lead- 
ers have at c-ie time or another 
peen   closely     associated     with 
Luckies' fine tobacco picks you 
up when you're low . . . calms 
you down when you're tense! 
Luckies' fine tobacco puts you on the right level- 
level—to feel your level best, do your level best. 
That's why it's important to remember that LUCKY STRIKE 
MEANS FINE TOBACCO—mild, ripe, light tobacco-that makes a 
thoroughly enjoyable smoke. No wonder more independent tobacco 
experts—auctioneers, buyers and warehousemen—smoke Lucky 
Strike regularly than smoke the next two leading brands combined. 
Light up a Lucky! Luckies' fine tobacco picks you up when you're 
low, calms you down when you're tense. So get on the Lucky level 
where it's fun to be alive. Get a carton and get started today! 
COPR.,  THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY 
Clemson . One of the main speak- 
ers,   Dr. John Eranrcomb,     was 
the spea ker di iring Religious Em- 
Week at   Clerastfa     last 
.   I,   D   Smith,  a former 
'paster  of  the  ClemsGp   Methodist 
Church  and  at  ) resent   pastor  of 
the   Buncombe   Street    Methodis' 
Church in  Greenville,  i 
of the  main  speakers.    The  Rev 
J. Claude Evans, formerly an as 
si slant   pastor    o 
Methc<iist   Churci 
present   pastor   o 
Methodist   Church. 
director c" student 
Other deles 
who plan to a 
in addition ,to St; 
Theo Monroe and F 
narhaker Hardin 







•■;     of 
son Wesley Foundatior 
Presidents    Curtis 
Henrv   Blark.    Oth' 
the   Clemson   Wesley   Foundation 
who   will   make  Hie   trip   insiude 
W.  T.  Ashley,  Wayne  B'alienline. 
W.   B.   Patterson,   Ab  Snsll,   and 
David Witt. 
The remainder of 'lie delegates 
who have been active workers in 
the local organization include F. 
L. Lancaster, H. C. McMillan, J. 
M. Gaddy, J. F. Mentz, E. H, 
Thomas, J. R. Payne, R. E. Wil- 
ker.son, H. H. Leysath, C. M. 
Johnson, L. H. Wilt, J. D. 
Neighbors, J. F. Pittman, and J. 
E. Wessinger. 
Also E. II. Pittman, N. L. Har- 
vey, F. D. Miller, W. H. Cox, H. 
M. Chaplin, Bobby Wofford, II. 
D. Morgan,-J. H. Gibson, Glenn 
Clark, W. J. Erskine, H. E. Mc- 
Leod, L. A. Carson, C. M. Kearse 
OtfS 
If you're like me, you wande: 
around this massive campus c 
ours observing only the spectacu- 
lar things which happen to ge 
in our way cr happen to reach u 
by word of mouth. Well, I wan, 
to spread a little informatior 
around about those things wind 
only the people who have grow: 
v»p with this "Cow Institution Fo: 
The Futherance of Education' 
know and lovingly remember. 
For instance, who can tell me 
the answer tn this rhyme (face- 
tiously called)? 
When   observing-   the   things 
above ground, 
We lose sight of the sources 
below. 
The thing which I happen to 
have found, 
Is a thing of which few cf us 
know. 
Someday,   when   you've 
nothing to do, 
(Ha! what dumb statements a > 
sophomore   can   make!) 
I  wish  ycu'd  disepve?  this 
thing,  too. 
From whence  comsth the 
water for our lake? 
ENOUGH!     As     a     poet     I'm J 
definitely on the way out!    I am j 
so successful as a mystery writer, ! 
that   I   have   created   three   mys- | 
teries while trying pathetically to ! 
create  one.    Now,   I've   not  only 
got to tell  you  where  the  water 
comes   from   for   our   lake   (lake 
being the only word I could find 
to rhyme with "make"), but I've 
got 'to  identify  the  lake  and  so 
let  you  know  that   I   didn't   dis- 
cover   (being  no   Columbus)   this 
thing,   but  our  good  friend  Pro- 
fessor  "Big Ben"  Goodale  of the 
Dairy   Department   told   me   this 
last Tuesday afternoon. The lake 
pal, is the reflection pool. 
Well now, trivialities being dis- 
pensed with, we shall return to 
1he Tiger Mystery of The Week 
(for this  I'll  surely  get  fired.) 
Seems as though, according to i 
Professor Goodale. in the not too 
distant past, the Ciemson Cream- 
ery was located in the "hollow" 
now occupied by the squirrels and 
bother i ^no amPhitheater. Convicts used 
to do most of the work now being 
done by freshmen and c.mplcveer 
of the Clemson Dairy; therefore 
Ihey hauled the milk from the 
dairy barn into the creamery 
where it was cooled. 
You, my sufferers, would re- 
lieve yourselves of further ar"?v'v 
if you'd figure out how that milk 
^reVdent WL;' c00^e^' f°r this is the solu- 
i tion of the mystery. Buf. let'1 
! continue toward seme beiaie" 
I close to this "you name it." 
These convicts also re"'']e,''3 
some other mare important ser- 
vices around me csmn'us. such a? 
the construction of some of th< 
most prominent buildings. Eut 
more ahou't this in some futur' 
issue of The Tiger when I hpv-- 
been reinstated to my position o 
cub-reporter.  ' 
Now,   for   the   solution   of   bu 
mystery of the week. This sourc 
of water for the reflection pool i 
not   the   main   water   line   whicT 
provides nice water for the boi! . 
er with  which  it scaldeth  us,   a 
I   thought,   but   it   ccmes   from   : 
spring   which   used   to   cool   th 
milk  in  the  old  creamery.    Nov 
that spring is covered by the am 
phitheafcr.     he   water   flows   un- 
derground through pipes into the 
pool.'   Don't  you agree  with   nv 
now   that   it   was   a   tragic   thin- 
to curb "pooling",    as    this    wa 
such   a   healthful   action   by   thf 
students   when   they   voluntarilj 
carried   one   of   their   fellow   in- 
mates to the pool filled with na- 
ture's   pure,   invigorating   ":orinf 
water" for a more frequent dous- 
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On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place 
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND 
COOKIES 
Easley, South Carolina 
The 323rd Infantry Regiment 
now has an unlimited number of 
openings for any enlisted infan- 
try reservists of all grades. 
The regiment*is commanded by 
Colonel Robert M. Jones, Clem- 
son coach. Lt. Col. Torn Milford, 
Clemson printer, is regimental 
executive officer. 
Henry Hill, of the Clemson 
Housing office, is regimental S-l; 
Major' L. R. Booker, professor in 
the education department, is 
S-2; Major Kenneth Vickery, as- 
sistant registrar, is S-3; and 
James H. Lever, book store man- 
ager, is S-4. 
The regiment is now preparing 
command post exercises which 
will be worked cut by all three 
battalions. These are located at 
Greenvilla; Columbia, and Char- 
leston. 
Training periods are held the 
second and feurth M-mdays of 
each month from 7:SQ to 9:30 
p. m. 
Anyone interested should' con- 
tact Major Bab Pricigen, room 
208, in the field horue, from 3 a. 
."a. to 5 p. m. 
Wavelengths Of 
Energy Measured 
By New Sfiderule 
The amounts and wave lengths 
of energy coming from hot objects 
can be computed with a new kind 
of slide rule designed by engi- 
neers of the General Electric 
Company. 
Engineers using the G-E radia- 
tion slide rule' set one scale of 
the device on the temperature 
of the' hot object. This siettng 
brings other scales- into line so 
as to indicate the total amount of 
energy being radiated at Mhfet 
temperature, the wave lenfjjftis 
of the energy, and the inten&ties 
of the radiations at the different 
wave lengths. G-E General Engi- 
neering and Consulting Labora- 
tory engineers who developed^he 
device explained that calculations 
of these values have been tedious 
in the past. M* 
The cnginesrs expect the slide 
rule to be particularly useful to 
persons working with problems in 
illumination, military applications 
in infra-red, radiant heating, heat 
transfer, and so on. In such work 
it is important to know how much 
energy is ccming from a source 
and where it is going, engineers 
Mcinted out. 
Ey Jack Bradfieid 
Picas" send any poems you wish Published to P. O, Box 502^' 
AND WHEN 1 LOOKED 
The Pas for led his flock to fields aloft, 
But Heaven knows my thoughts were wont to stray, 
Upsoaring nor/ and then, to Earth more oft, 
As ;;ia;er began one February day. 
Then fro n the choir a slender figure stepped, 
And with a gentle grace began to sing;' 
Euc of a beauty such my heart has wept 
In tear i may have missed some precious thing 
For priceless, was each perfect crystal note 
Tiiat rose in sweet triumphant ecstasy 
As if an angel hovered In her throat 
And changed each word into a symphony. 
And-when i iocked fo Whom her e>ej were rai-.ed 
My soul was singing, too, 'Oh Lcrd, be praised!" 
KE BOP! 
In crowded, smoky halls 
Between lour grimy walls 
A coke may cost a dollar 
Lul you just --mile and hollar 
Re Bop, dc Be Bop, dc Re Bop! 
I just don't know the reason; 
It may be just the season; 
But people sure have got it,- 
And here's the way you spot it: 
Re Bop, de Be Bop, de Re Bop! 
It may be seme disease 
A jazzy germ to please, 
That grabs a hot trombone 
And makes it sorta moan 
Re Bop, de Be Bop, de Re Bop!   ■
But you don't have to spell; 
Just spread your yap'  and yell; 
So it may stick around 
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Walter Cox Issues First Call For Baseball Aspirants 
Spring officially begins on March 21, but anyone 
around Clemson can tell you Unit somebody has made a 
mistake. Instead of the usual characteristic cold and bitter 
months, we've had balmy days that could turn a young mai{s 
i'anqjj to lighter thoughts of love. But here among tne 
Blue Bidge Mountains, the climate has converted the think- 
ittgjQf many boys to Biggs Field and football practice—- 
spring, that is. t 
The weather has indeed been favorable to Ccach 
Frank Howard and his assistants, and it's a much need- 
ed-consolation to the tutors. The beauty about coach- 
ing last year's squad was that everybody knew the plays, 
and the fundamentals were something that only had to 
be brushed up on once in a while. Aside from the fac- 
tor that they were almost perfectionest, the knowledge 
that the footballers had stored in their "noggins" 
played a tremendous rcle in the string of Tiger victories. 
Start All Over 
Now, things must be started from scratch. The spirit 
is there, the willingness is there, but the experience is sadly 
lacking. Often, the truth hurts, and the truth is that we've 
lost many fine ball players. Prospects are good, though, 
and chances are that the new boys' might come through 
with flying colors. All we can do is sit and wait with our 
fingers crossed. 
Our backfield continues to shape up favorably, with 
Mathews, Cone, Wyndham, Calvert, and several others 
showing up well. There has been no disturbances 
created over the center position, as Gene Moore, Jack 
Brunson, and Gil Rushton loom as, powerful holders of 
tK^t slot Similarly, the end positions don't present too 
big a problem, with Poulos, Carson, and McCauley 
cavorting as flankmen. But the grass grows green 
when it comes to the matter of tackles and guards. 
Deanhardt, Hudson, and Dimucci head the boys in this 
category, which probably forces our mentors to resort 
to colorback. No, there are no illusions about our grid- 
iron grandeur among our pigskin bosses, who are con- 
stantly avoiding all crystal balls. 
Late1 Classes , 
AIL.-tfjis.aliQne is dough to cause a riot in Utopia, but 
there is another thing that makes Howard and Company lose 
sielfp. That is, contrary to the way athletes are treated at 
some schools, numerous afternoon classes and labs inter- 
fere with our practices. We're only explaining the state of 
matters and not contradicting it, but when all four fullbacks 
but two have classes up-cntil five o'clock every <!ay, it hurt,. 
That is only one example. 
Batterymen Called 
Coach Walter Cox has made the first move toward 
constructing his baseball team by calling his batterymen 
together. Experience s lackng too, among the 
corps of hurlers. Most mentors of the diamond sport 
will tell you, "Give me a couple of top-notch pitchers, 
and I'll stay with the best of them," There is no oppor- 
tunity to say that here, for the strength of the mounds- 
nt«n has been considerably depleted. However, the 
majority cf the remaining positions will be filled by 
vdlerans. If the hurlers crime r.round, you can be as- 
sured that a substantial sound will come from the 1949 
baseball Tigers. 
Clettison vs. Carolina 
Clemson's swimmers were all set for Pensacola Satur- 
day, but the meet was cancelled because the Florida team 
had transportation difficulties. The two teams will meet 
at a later date, but that isn't currently concerning the Mc- 
Hughmen. Foremost in their minds is a meet with the 
University of South Carolina next Saturday in Columbia. 
Losses of key men have hurt the water Bengals, but they're 
confident of a win over the Gamecocks. 
Cagers Hot 
Any basketball quints that are currently running into a 
team called the Clemson Tigers are finding a bit of a battle 
on their hands. The eagemen were brilliant against P. G. 
iast Wednesday night, and were equally effective against 
V. M. I. and Washington and Lee. Although they did lose 
to the powerful Generals, it was by a meagre three points. 
This tilt last Friday night proved that they are a worthy 
squad, and Saturday evening's contest, in which, the Virginia 
cadets were hopelessly crushed, offered more cVidencc that 
the McFaddennien will be hard to get along with from now 
on. 
IPOAY To Shew Reels 
The showing of the 'Gator Bowl by IPOAY last week 
was the first in a number of reels that will be shewn by 
that organization this semester. A large number of 
IPOAY members saw the color movie in the chapel, and 
90 new men were taken in as members. 
Reels of the Boston College and Auburn games are 
the next films on the agenda.    They,will be shown   to '* 
IPOAY students on Friday night, February 21.    Non- 
members may, again, join at the door. 
The first sigh of baseball at Clemson sprang up Mori 
day, when Coach Walter Cox took inventory on the pitchers 
and catchers for the coming year. Mentor Cox will more 
or less have to start from scratch with his moundsmen as 
neither Joe Asbell or Nig Griffith will don the Bengal uni- 
form for the coming season. Asbell, stalwart hurler on 
last year's nine, recently signed with the New York Giants, 
and Griffith, although still at Clemson, is ineligible. 
R. S. Gaddis and Edgar Berry,* ~ 
holdovers from 1948, will be 
heavily counted upon as will T. 
C. Sanders and E. A. Byrd. Also 
expected to come in for his share 
of glory is R. L. Hughes who let- 
tered in the diamond sport in 
1944. Hughes returned to Clem- 
son after serving in the United 
States Navy. Hugh Kea arid Dave 
Angley are two more newcomers 
who sailed as good prospects. 
Several more new men answer- 
ed Cox's call for pitchers and 
will furnish some stiff opposition 
for those already mentioned. 
These prospective tossers are H. 
W. Stone. J. A. James, E. S. Tins- 
ley, R. B. Robinson, and A. B. 
Moon. 
Another aspirant for the corp 
of hurlers lies in letterman Fran- 
cis Bosdill. This veteran infielder 
will attempt to pitch after nurs- 
ing a sore arm for several sea- 
sons. 
The catching department is 
well fortified with Gene Moore 
again taking his place behind the 
plate. Dick Hendley returns and 
will be ready to take Moore's 
place at any moment. Moore's re- 
serve strength comes in the form 
of new comers E. A. iCamine, J. 
P. Uldrick and G. M. Watkins. 
When the outfielders and in- 
fielders take to the field next 
week, several veterans are due 
to report. Ken Culbertson returns 
to defend his shortstop post and 
veteran- Roy McKay heads the 
list of third base hopefuls. Reid 
Ulmer also returns to make a bid 
for the second base slot. 
. Ray Mathews and Luke Dean- 
heart are due to again roam the 
outer garden for the baseball 
Bengals. .Coach Cox also looks 
forward to the return of Tom 
Castles and Dan Stroud to 
strengthen his outfield stock. 
Luke Deanhardt 
Stalwart Lineman 
One of the most likely candi- 
dates for tlfe tackle position left 
open by. the graduation of All- 
State Tom Salisbury is . Luke 
Deanhardt. It is generally agreed 
that it will take a mighty good 
man to fill the shoes of Salsbury, 
but if size, weight, and expe- 
rience have anything to do with 
it, Deanhardt is just the one for 
the job, for he is a man in the 
broadest sense of the word. He 
stands six feet four inches and 
weighs   around   240   pounds. 
Before coming to Clemson in 
1946, Luke served four years in 
the Navy. While in Uncle Sam's 
sea service, he played baseball 
for his base ' team. This, along 
with the rigid training that the 
Bluejackets received, helped him 
very much in preparing for his 
future as a Clemson athlete. 
Deanhardt started his football 
career in 1946 on the Clemson 
freshman team, and before t h e 
season terminated, he was pro- 
moted to the varsity, where he 
earned his first Clemson letter. 
He started off playing end for 
the Tigers,  and made two letters 
Lest We Forget 
With spring just around the 
corner, the attention of many 
Clemson men'will be turning to, 
track. Fans of that virile sport 
will do well to recall that not too 
long ago, Clemson went five years 
with only two track losses. The 
beginning of that fine record was 
in 1939, when .the Tiger track- 
men won the state meet and had 
no losses to state teams. They 
did lose that season to Georgia 
Tech by a score of 47-84. That 
year, the Tigers beat P. C. 95 1-3- 
45 2-3, Georgia, 68-63, and Car- 
olina, 77-54. 
A year later, in 1940, the Clem- 
son team went undefeated. The 
Bengals beat P. C, Furman, New- 
berry, and Carolina, and won the 
state tournament with 58 points. 
McFadden _ made two state rec- 
ords, in the 220 low and the 120 
high. Fennel also captured a 
state record in the championship 
meet. This was in the pole vault 
event. 
In 1941, t.he Tigers repeated 
their performance of '40. Georgia, 
Furman, Carolina, Newberry and 
P. C. fell before the hard running 
Clemson men. In the state meet, 
Clemson scored 56 1-2 points to 
v.'in easily. Carolina was the on- 
ly team that came close. The 
Gamecock trackmen scored 44 
points in the event. Fennel again 
set a state record as the Tigers 
roared to victory. High point 
man for Clemson in 1941 was 
Pasley, with 64 1-2 points to his 
credit. 
Undefeated again were the Tigs 
in   1942.     Paced     by     standouts 
such as Fennel, Walker, Morgan, 
Sills, Palsey, Graham and Dick- 
,erson, the track team thrashed 
Georgia, Furman. Carolina, 
berry and P. C, in that . order. 
Clemson again won the state 
meet-, and for the third time, the 
pole vaulting of Fennel earned 
him and his team a new state 
record. 
The year 1943 was the climax 
of those five years of track suc- 
cess. That season started out 
badly for the Tigers, for they lost 
the opener to Georgia Pre-Flight, 
in a closa one, 62-64. After three 
years without their team losing 
the Tiger fans were heartbroken, 
but that didn't discourage the 
men on the team. They did con- 
siderably better in the next event, 
beating P. C. by a score of 67 1-2, 
63 1-2. Carolina was the next 
opponent, and the Tigers made 
short work of the Gamecocks to 
the tune of 82-49. Clemson track- 
men extended their winning streak 
long enough to win the state 
championship for the fifth 
straight year. 
Graduation and the draft    hurt 
Clemson's   efforts   of   the     cinder 
\ track,  and  other  teams, such    as 
! Davidson,   Carolina,   and   Georgia 
began   to   take   the   Tigers'   place 
as  kings   of  cleated  spcrt.      The 
• Clemson track team of this   "year 
| will undoubtedly make its bid for 
glory,   but   no   matter   how   suc- 
cessful they are, fans will always 
remember those/five years *when 
the Clemson Tigers were the un- 
disputed   state   track   champions. 
Reynolds And Holshouser Sparkle As 
Tic   Jasketeers Crush P. C. Blue Hose 
i§; Baseballers 
Via r. 22 
Red Terrors Lead 
S. Conference Race 
Erskine, South Carolina's only 
undefeated cage team, took over 
top standing in the state when 
Furman's purple Paladins de- 
feated the South Carolina Game- 
cocks in Greenville last Saturday 
night. 
For Furman to place in the 
tournament they must win their 
four remaining games, wherea" 
the South Carolina Gamecock- 
must win only two games out of 
their five remaining games. The 
Gamecocks are now in third 
place. 
The     Conference     Tournament 
will   be   held  in   Durlfam,   N. 
March  3, 4 and 5. 
North Carolina State has a 10 
to 1 loop record this season, and 
therefore are the loop's leading 
contenders with the Davidson 
Wildcats winners of 8 out of 11 
games, coming in as a second. 
The Wildcats still have 6 remain- 
ing games of which Clemson is 
cno. 
The William and Mary Indians 
places third with 7 wins out of 
10 with 3 games yet to go. 
North Carolina's Tar Heels 
comes in fourth place, having 
won 9 games out of the 13 played. 
The Tar Heels still have 5 games 
to go. Two of the teams they 
yet have to play are North Caro- 
lina State and Davidson. The 
Tar Heels will have a rough time 
when they tangle with these two 
teams. The George Washington 
Colonians, boasting a08-4 record, 
are pretty sure to be in on the 
tournament. 
It appears the Clemson Tigers 
do not stand a chance of getting 
in on the tournament since they 
have lost 8 games out of 12 of 
the league games and losing 10 
games out of 17 of all games 
played. 
There are three general topics 
in which humankind is most vi- 
tally interested: "How to be 
healthy, how to be wealthy, and 
how to be happy. 
To retain health requires self- 
denial, To acquire wealth means 
hard work. Happiness is a con- 
dition of mind. Hence some 
people *\vho are neither healthy, 
nor wealthy, have learned the 
secret of happiness. 
at 'that position before he was 
shifted to tackle at the beginning 
of last year. He made his first 
letter at tackle last season on 
Clemson's 'Gator Bowl team. 
With one more year of eligibility 
remaining, he should be a fine 
tackle on the 1949 edition of the 
Tiger eleven. 
Football is not Deanhardt's on- 
ly specialty. He plays left field 
on the Tiger baseball team, where 
he bats around .300. He has al- 
ready won one letter for his work 
on the diamond, and he will be 
trying for his second one this 
year when the Clemson baseball- 
ers open their season. 
In high school, Luke was no 
less a satelite. He played four 
years of football for Belton, S. 
C, High School. Three of these 
years he earned letters. T w o 
years he was a letterman on his 
high school baseball team. 
He is majoring in textile man- 
ufacturing here at Clemson. Af- 
ter his graduation, he plans to 
enter some field of textiles. Luke 
has an idea that he may be able 
tp work as athletic director for 
some textile corporation, and he 
should be well suited for this 
type of work in view of the fact 
that he has played several years 
of baseball in the textile leagues. 
Whatever he does after leaving 
Clemson, Luke Deanhardt1 will 
be remembered as an outstanding 
member of an outstanding foot- 
ball team, and if he does every- 
thing as well as he plays foot- 
ball, he is bound to be success- 
ful. 
Clem.:c:i's 1949 baseball Tigers 
will open their season on - March 
22 when they, play host to New- 
berry's Indians here at Tiger- 
town. The Redmen will be the 
first of 27 games that the Cox- 
men have scheduled. 
The diamondmen will square 
off four times against the Citadel, 
South Carolina, and Furman. 
When the season is over, t h e 
leader of this group composed of 
these schools and Clemson will 
play the . champion of similar 
group in North Carolina. 
. The schedule of the team is as 
follows: 
March    22 — Newberry-Clem- 
son. 
March   26—Davidson-Clemson. 
March   3*0—Duke-Clemson. 
March   31—Duke-Clcmsoii. 
April  1—P.  C.-Clinton. 
April  4—Georgia-Clemsoii. 
March  3—P.   C.-Clemson. 
April 13—Georsia-Athens. 
April 15 — Florida-Gainesville, 
Fla. 
April 16 — Florida-Gainesville, 
Fla. 
April   18—Wofford-Clemson. 
April   19—Furman-Clemson. 
April  22—Citadel-Charleston. 
April   23—Citadel-Charleston. 
April   26—Newberry-Newberry. 




May   4—Wofford-Spartanburg. 
May   6—Carolina-Clemson. 
May   7—Carolina-Clemson. 
May   10—Furman-Greenville. 
Clemson's basketeers romped to 
an easy 79 to 29 victory over an 
outmanned Presbyterian College 
five here at Tigertown last Tues- 
day night. _ The Tigers held the 
visitors without a basket for 10 
minutes and piled up a 37. to. 14 
at half time. The defensive play 
of the Bengals was perhc-ps their 
best of this current season. 
Presbyterian was handicapped 
because none of their freshman 
stars could play against Southern 
Conference competition. A 1 s o, 
senior center Herb Lindsey was 
out with a sprained ankle and 
senior guard Vance Logan miss- 
ed the tilt because of the signing 
of a baseball contract in Florida. 
Jim Reynolds, ace Tiger for- 
ward, swished the nets for eigh- 
teen counters even though he 
fouled cut of the contest' with 
eJeven minutes of playing time 
still remaining. Turner lead the 
P.  C.   quint  with  seven  markers. 
A  brief  first  half  bit   of  fisti- 
cuffs in a heated scrimmage was 




Pruitt 3, Reynolds 18, Haughk 
9, Bell 5. Holshouser 14, Town- 
send 7, Snee 3, Neel 9, Riddle 2, 
Gillespie  4. 
Presbyterian   (29) 
Turner 7, Byrun King 0, Bill 
King 0. Kendrick 4, Nelson 1, 
Andrews 4, J. Lindsey 1, Wood 6, 
Tedards  0,  McNeil   1,  Rollings  5. 
?»£ay   13—Citadel-Clemson.> 
May   14—Citadel-CIemson. 
May   16—N.   C.     State-Laurin- 
burg, N. C. (night). 
May 20—Carolina-Columbia. 
May   21—Carolina-Columbia. 
SPORTING GOODS    —    HOUSEWARE 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO. 
Anderson, S. C. 
-RADIO  SALES  AND SERVICE 
-ELECTRIC SUPPLIES 
-AUTHORIZED HOT POINT APPLIANCES 
-ADMIRAL RADIOS 
MORGAN ELECTRIC SERVICE 
Seneca, S. C. 
NIMMONS 5- FIELD CO. 
A Complete General Merchandise Store 
YOUR NORGE DEALER 
Senoca S. C.                                                      Phone 630 
BYERS   MEN'S   SHOP 
120 North Main Street Anderson, S. C 
Gordon  Sport  Coats $29.50 
Botany Gabardine Slacks .$17.50 
BEAUTIFUL   SELECTION   MANHATTAN   SHIRTS 





























MAKE OUR STORE YOUR 
FOI.  YOU PL  MAYING  N 
Complete Une of Ml Ra^or Blades 
MENNENS.... 
SHAVE CREAM 49c 




40* JAR only 
plus tax 
Wonderful for Poor Complexions, 
externally caused Blemishes — Red, 





See the New 
SHICK  ELECTRIC 




Line for Men 
and 
Ladies 
artin Drug Com 
P. S. McCollum, Owner 
The Official 
*      Clemson. S. C. 
e Book Store 
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Freshman Football Prospects Visit Campus 





In  Capital 
Slaughter Still Leads State Scorers; 
Haugk Is Among Top Point Makers 
lean » Jim Slaughter, the tall 
and lanky pivotman for the 
South Carolina Gamecocks, is 
still the leading scorer among 
the college players here in South 
ing last week s meet with Pensa- Carolina. slaughter has for the 
cola cancelled, will see action Sat- \ better part of the season led as 
urday when they meet South the individual state scorer. He 
Carolina's   Swimmers   at   Colum-   has   a   Srand   total pi  236   points 
, .       „        .„       .,, , •    ;, ,„-„J   to   his   credit   at   the   end   of  the bia.    Revenge will be m the mind     • , .      .  ,,     ,      ;        ,    .  . 11th week of the hardwood state 
of   the   Bird   watermen   for   the 
Clemson's  tankmen,  after  hav- 
campaign.    Slaughter, who is on- 
Bengal    tankers    defeated    them  ly  a  sophomore  at  South    Caro- 
last   year.   "The   meet   will   take  Una,    has   caused   the     opposing 
place   at   the   University   pool   at i teams much worry all season. 
3 p. m. Slaughter's    teammate,     Henry 
Coach McHugh will probable: Martin, replaces Dwight Gro- 
take the following men to the, ninger in the second position 
state capitol: Jimmy Jacobs, Harry \ among the high scorers of South 
Parker, Stanley Converse, Rod 
Brisendine, H- C. Shadwell, Pat 
Sheeley, Watson and Boykin. 
The swimmers have four more 
tentative meets scheduled for the 
coming year . These meets in- 
clude one with the University of 
Florida, Pensacola, Florida State, 
and another one with South Caro- 
lina. 
Carolina. Martin, who plays for- 
ward for the Gamecocks, has a 
total of 230 points to his credit 
this season. 
Presbyterian's crafty forward 
has moved down to third place 
top ten leaders of the state, Gro- 
ninger has been the top scorer for 
the Blue Hose this season. 
Wally     Dean     of   the   Wofford 
TROUBLES? 
NEED  EXPERIENCED 
BABY SITTER? 
CALL 3651 
Ask  for  Bobby  Mellette 
Room 2-213 
Veteran Student 
Terriers has fourth place as his 
perch. Dean has continuously 
paced the Terriers to victory this 
season. 
Clemson placed only one man 
in the select circle of ten. Doug 
Haugk is the country gentleman's 
name. He is as terrific on the 
defense as on the offense. He has 
a grand total of 170 points to his 
credit. Haugk has 70 points in 
field goals and has accumulated 
30 points" on foul shots. 
The leaders of February 14 
are: 
Pos. Fg. Ft. TP. 
Slaughter,   S.   C.   __   _.C 94 48 236 
Martin,   S.  C   _F 90 50 230 
Groninger,   Pres.   _   _.F 93 31 217 
Dean,  Wofford C 77 52 196 
Nelson, Charleston .. G 88 33 193 
Bell,  Furman F 65 56 186 
Yaldizian,. Newb. .. „_C 76 29 181 
Cothran,  Wofford  _ _C 74 33 181 
Drank, Furman C 78 21  177 
Haugk,   Clemson   ..   _.F 70 30 170 
Improved Cagers Top 
Virginia Military 
Clemson's cagers overcame an 
early lead by the Virginia Mili- 
tary Keydets and roared to de- 
cisive 64 to 43 Southern Confer- 
ence   victory   in   Lexington   last'PO^f^^e^last^toee^contests 
Saturday night. 
D. Haugk Paces 
Tig Sharpshooters 
Clemson's rejuvenated Tiger 
basketball team has engaged in 
three contests on the hardwoods 
since Doug Haugk took over the 
position as the leading scorer on 
the team. In all three of those 
contests, Haugk has turned in 
brilliant performances and has 
considerably strengthened his 
grip on first place. Clemson lost 
a heartbreaker to Washington and 
Lee last week by the count of 
70-73. Haugk took on the' bulk 
of the Clemson scoring in that 
game with V8 points to his credit. 
He scored 12 points for the Tigers 
in their 64-43 victory over the 
Cadets from Virginia Military 
Academy, and 14 units Tuesday 
night when the Bengals smashed 
Presbyterian. The 44 points 
amassed by the versatile Haugk 
brought his total for the season 
to  184. 
June Pruitt still stands in 
second place and is making ' a 
fine showing in his effort to bring 
his total to the normal level. 
Pruitt missed several games when 
he was sidelined with a knee in- 
jury. Pruitt racked up 16 points 
in the last three games and boost- 
ed his season total to 116. 
Jim Reynolds, who got off to 
a bad start because of football 
practice,  accounted  for   15  Tiger 
PARKER FURNITURE EXCHANGE 
HOME OF THE SWAP SHOP 
Call us to sell your merchandise 
Come to see us to buy . . . Most anything salable 
Phone 1414. Ralph D. Parker, Owner 
Anderson, S. C. 
V. M. I.'s Keydets flashed to an 
early 12 to 1 lead in the opening 
minutes as the Tigs were slow in 
starting. But John ' Snee, Staten 
Island flash, got hot and he, along 
with Dwight Bell, paced the 
Tigers to a 16-16 deadlock. By 
intermission the boys from Tiger- 
town enjoyed a 27 to 21 lead. 
The second half saw the Tigers 
completely dominate play as Coach 
Banks McFadden cleared the 
Bengal's bench. Virginia Mili- 
tary, keeping her first string in, 
but for two second stringers, 




Reynolds 9, Townsend 1,' Pruitt 
3, Haughk, Bell 9, Holshouser 
6, Neel 4, Riddle 5, Snee 16, Gil- 
and brought his count u'p to an 
even   108. 
John Snee got hot last week 
and shot 16 points against V. M. 
I., 11 against Washington and 
Lee, and 13 in Tuesday night's 
game with P. C. These 31 points 
were sufficient to put him with- 
in 16 ,points of Jim Reynold's 
third place slot. 
The Tigers have been improv- 
ing all along, and if these sharp- 
shooters keep up their good work, 
the team should finish th% sea- 
son with a better record than 
they  were  expected  to  have. 
lespie 5. 
V. M. I. (43) 
Rechei0 8, Lawrence 0, Fain 11, 
Bell 7, White 2, Anson 9, Chrys- 
sekos 0,-Thomason 5. 
Hootie Johnson Among Those On Campus 
Clemson College played host to* 
several former high t school stars 
during the past week-end. The 
future college greats were shown 
around the college in general' and 
were especially introduced to 
the  Clemson  athletic  department. 
Perhaps the most outstanding 
and best known of the group was 
Hootie Johnson, brilliant all-state 
and all-Southern halfback from 
Greenwood. The classy gridder 
is reported to be undecided as 
to where he will cast his. lot, but 
it is hoped that he will choose the 
Blue Ridge Institution as his fu- 
ture alma mater. 
Hartsville furnished five visi- 
tors in the forms of Paul Chap- 
man, halfback, Ben Rowe, full- 
back, Dick Kelly and Donald 
Lemons, ,' center, and tackle 
George Byrd. These boys were 
stalwarts on Hartsville's ■ fast- 
moving aggregation and should 
later prove their worth in the 
collegiate ranks. 
Three of the youths came via 
Winnsboro high school. They are 
Jim McGill, back, Rovonne Hunt, 
center, and Gene Pate, halfback. 
These boys acquired their repu- 
tation by virtue of their out- 
standing performances while 
playing for the lower state school. 
Paul Stewart, Cowpens end, 
Dee Carver, Charleston back, and 
Jack Door, tackle from Blacks- 
ville, comprise the remaining ones 
who came from Palmetto schools. 
The other grid enthusiasts came 
from North Carolina. The group 
of Tar Heels was composed of 
the following: Bill Ellington, tail- 
back from High Point; end Eu- 
gene Todd from Charlotte; Ken- 
neth Spoon, Lenoir City tailback; 
Louis Bacot, Charlotte halfback, 
and Francis Killiam, a halfback 
from Charlotte. 
There were many good aggre- 
gations from our neighboring 
state this year, and these are 
some   of   the   names   that    were 
Washington And Lee 
Curbs Clemson Cagers 
Clemson College gave Wash- 
ington and Lee's Generals'quite a 
battle, but finally succombed to 
the rangy boys from Lexington in 
a high scoring contest that took 
place Friday night on the Gen- 
erals' home court. The - 73-70 
loss handed to the Tigers was 
their eighth Southern Conference 
defeat and thus eliminated them 
from the S C tournament coming 
up in a few weeks. 
Paced by Bob Goldsmith, rangy 
pivotman, the Generals were 
never behind after the opening 
minutes. The Tigers did manage 
to tie the count in the second 
half at 47 to 47 but Goldsmith 
came through with seven straight 
baskets that knocked the tie out. 
Clemson caught fire' toward the 
end of the tilt and narrowed the 
count down to three points. 
Haughk an;d Reynolds led the 
Tiger point-makers with eighteen 
and fifteen points respectively. 
Lineups: 
W and L (73) 
Handlan 17, Compton 4, Pier- 
son 7, Goldsmith 25, Vinson 6, 
Ulaki 67, Auer 7. 
Clemson  (70) 
Reynolds 15, Haugk 18, Town- 
send 1, Bell 10, Holshouser 2, 
Neel. 4, "Riddle 9, Snee 11, Gilles- 
pie 0. 
Halftime score: Washington and 
Lee 39, Clemson 30. 
read in the headlines all over 
North and South Carolina. Ii 
these boys and the ones from 
our own state select Clemson as 
the place to further their educa- 
tion, the athletic world will more 
than likely hear from them again 
—as Clemson Tigers. Here's hop- 
ing. 
MOPSY by GLADYS PARKER 
THERE WERE A LOT OF POOR LOSERS 
IN THE CONTEST THIS YEAR/ 
fl/Zgoocfsforfespo/nt-q mow/- 
Behind the playful plot, our intentions are serious: we want 
you to discover for yourself the welcome DIFFERENCE and the 
extra pleasure in smoking that PHILIP MORRIS can bring you. 
Established proof of this DIFFERENCE is too extensive to be 
detailed here—but pre-medical and chemistry students, who 
will be particularly interested,\can get this PROOF in pub- 
lished form FREE by (writing our Research Department, 
Philip Morris Co., 119 Fifth. Ave., N. Y 
APOGEE (ap-o-jee) — A climax or culmination. 
BADINAGE (bad-i-nij)—High class wise-cracking. 
CIGARETTE HANGOVER (Don't pronounce it; 
get rid of it!)—That stale smoked-out taste; 
that tight dry feeling in your throat due to 
smoking. / 
CIMMERIAN   (sim-air-i-an)-Dark as a witch's 
cupboard. r 
ELEEMOSYNARY (el-ee-moss-in-ah-rce)-in the; 
free or "hand out" class. 
GL A MAM AN (glcfm-ah-man)—Masculine of 
"glamagal" (a 'neologism', see below) 
HARBINGER (har-bin-jer) — a herald or fore-' 
runner. r 
IMPERATORIAL   (im-pair-ah-tor-yal).—:Com- 
manding or top brass. 
NEOLOGISM (nee-ol-o-jitm) — a newly-coined 
word. *? 
PERIPHRASIS (per-if-reh-sis) — saying little in 
many words, or hot air. 
CALL 
Students at Clemson Look 
SHARP WITH CLOTHES 
LAUNDERED AT 
CADET LAUNDRY 
Frank Dillard, Mgr. 
FOLLOW THE CROWD AND ENJOY A 
DELICIOUS MEAL AT 
CLEMSON CAFETEITA 
"Y" Building 
Reasonable Prices — Courteous Service 
STEAKS AND SANDWICHES TO ORDER 
Tasty Pies, Pastries and Cakes from our own Bakery. 
Let Us Plan Your Banquet or Private Party 
Mr. a*nd Mrs. R. L. Morris, Operators 
PHONE 3511 OPEN 7 A. M. TO 11 P. M. 
By JIM RICE 
Athletic Department Advocates Physical Ed Curriculum 
Coach Frank Howard said lie was definitely in favor of' 
the installation of a Physical Ed. curriculum, and that the 
athletic department would welcome such a program whole- 
heartedly. He expressed the hope that this, college would 
soon insert such a ccrriculum, for it would be of invaluable 
help to the athletic department as well as the school. 
Among the several reasons which he gave for desiring 
such a course were that (1) Many boys whom he had inter- 
viewed expressed the desire to follow coaching as a career' 
when they finished college, (2) Such a course would give 
an athlete better knowledge of coaching fundamentals, (3) 
Would help the athletic department obtain the best in ath- 
letic material for future years. 
90% In Favor!!!!!! 
In reply to questionnaires sent out by. the athletic de- 
partment to high school athletes concerning the course which 
they prefer to take in college, about ninety per cent or more 
answered that they wquld much prefer a course in Physical 
Education to any other college course. Since Clemson 
doesn't offer such a course, many potential athletes who 
would like to attend Glemson do hot do so because we do 
not have such a course to offer. Consequently, they attend 
schools which offer them courses of this nature rather than 
come to Clemson and take a course in Ag, Engineering, or 
one of the other majors which. Clemson has to offffer. Would 
it not be wise to install such a course, and continue to main- 
tain the high standard of athletics which Clsrhson so proudly 
boasts? Very few schools.in this state offer Physical Edu- 
cation, and Clemson at very nominal cost could install a 
course that would be equal to and possibly surpass any 
other school in the state which, already has this among its 
curricula. 
Nominal Cost????? 
Of course one of the major drawbacks.is the question of 
finance of such a veoiMre, but as has been said before, Clem- 
sen could install a eour.se of this nature art a nominal eosfc^ 
Coach Howard said that the Athletic Department would be 
only too glad to cooperate in every way. He suggested that 
the rooms in the field house which, are not in use could be 
used as classrooms until available space could be found. 
Also he said' that the coaching staff would be glad to conduct 
classes in regard to fundamentals of their respective fields 
at no additional salary increases as long as these classes did 
not conflict with regular assigned duties. He estimated 
that from two to five additional instructors would he needed 
!o handle such a program, but this is sliil keeping costs at a 
maximum. 
Does Clemson Have Enough Facilities to 
Handle This Program? 
Clemson does have the facilities for installing Physical 
Education, for it would'not be entirely comprised of courses- 
dealing in coaching, calisthentics,'ect. This course could be 
installed as a major or a minor in General Science or Educa- 
tion. With the present facilities, this would not be too 
much of a strain on either department, and Phys. Ed. stu- 
dents would be required to take basic courses required in 
any field of college work, such as Math, English, Chemistry, 
and other courses which are generally required work in any 
curriculum at any college. When students reached their 
junior year, they could then start concentrating on their 
major field of concentration as is done in any curriculum. 
Student Opinion!!!!!! 
Students at Clemson are highly in favor of installing a 
Physical Education Course. Many who have been asked 
had there been one offered at the time of their enrollment 
would they have taken it, replied in the affirmative. It 
stands to reason that a student who expects to continue in 
athletics after he has finished college, has wasted four years 
in college taking a course which does hot adequately pre- 
pare him for at least a good start in his chosen profession. 
An athlete who takes part in college athletics certainly learns 
how to take part in his respective sport, but this does not 
prepare him to impart his knowledge to others. 
The demand for this course canho! be overlooked or 
taken lightly. Of course arguments can be presented 
against this program, but (he arguments' in favor seem to be 
more convincing. 
Possible Installation By September 
A Phys. Ed. curriculum could be installed possibly by 
next September in conjunction with the Department of 
Arts and Sciences or the Department of Education. Of 
course, this would only be in the fetal stage, but as time 
went on and flaws were found, a program of this nature 
would gradually progress to unimaginable perfection. The 
costs could also be spread over a period of years and in this 
way it would be no strain on the school. 
Next week we will endeavor to point ou the innumer- 
able benefits of this proposed curriculum to the students 
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Pbns started For Newman Club Begins YIVSCA Annoynees Speakers And Programs Planned For Coming Semester 
Farmer's Program 
Plans are beginning' to take 
shape for . the annual Farmers' 
Week program to be held at 
Clemson this summer. Dr. It. F. 
Poole, president -of Clemson, has 
announced thrt the event will 
be staged here the work of A,ugks1 
22-26. He has named Tho.s. \V. 
Morgan, assistant director, Clem- 
son Extension Service, chairman 
Of the Farmers' Week Committee 
Dr. Poole is formulating ap1- 
pr -vriate committees to begin 
work in ail departments of the 
college in arrrnging for a variety 
of activities for the week. The 
program will likely follow the 
same general pattern as the one 
which proved so successful last 
year. 
Efforts will be mace to secure 
outstanding speakers; and dem- 
onstrations, classroom lectures, 
and field meetings will be ar- 
ranged. Farm machinery and 
home equipment dealers and man- 
ufacturers will be invited to dis- 
play and demonstrate new and 
improved machinery and labor- 
saving appliances. 
Annual meetings of several 
state-wide farm groups will likely 
be held, including the annual 
meeting of the state 4-H club 
council. The second annual rural 
ministers' conference is expected 
to convene during the week. This 
conference proved to be one of 
the outstanding features of the 
1948 Farmers' Week and last 
year's group was unanimous in 
their desire that the conference 
become an annual event. 
The week's program v/ill take 
place between semesters -while 
the college students are away 
from the campus. This will make 
the college barracks and dining 
room available to help provide 
housing and meals for farm 
families who live at some distance 
from the college. 
Furmcsn Singers 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Also, Jo Ann McCall, Easley 
Rosalie Manly, Greenville; Nancy 
J. Moore, Greenville; Ann Newell 
Greenville; Mildred Newman, An- 
derson; Julia Provence, Green- 
ville; Rita Schulman, Middletown 
N. Y.; Margaret Jane Self, Char- 
lotte, N. C; Margaret Thomar 
Piedmont; Betty Warren, Florenc 
mont; Betty Warren, Florence 
and Betty Wood, Greer. 
Also, Francis Alewine, Taylcrr 
Palmer Fant, Tuxedo Park, N. Y 
Bill Gardner, Darlington; Elaine 
Hardin, Caroleen, N. C; Everett 
Jamison, Greenville; Jean Kirk- 
land, Wagener; Richard Landess, 
Alexandria, Va.; and Dan Moffett, 
Greenville. 
Also, Richard Moore, Charlotte, 
N. C; Edward Shingler, Eutaw- 
ville;  T.  P.  Vaughn,   Greensboro. 
Semester's Meetings 
The Clemson College Newman 
club held its first regular meet- 
ing of this semester Wednesday 
February 9. At this meeting the 
new members were introduced to 
the old members by John Ash 
'on, ebftirrriivrt of the mernber?hj 
committee 
On Wer?'i""dnv, Fcbrua,fv 2. ;. 
reception wa* held for the nev 
Tubers of the clus and refresh 
men*-*: Were enr,-„ < vjy ^jle cicm 
son Wower's Club. 
The membership comm'tte^ i 
trying to pel all Roman Cathol; 
students at Clemson to join th 
club. Every Ca'hr'c student wh 
is not already in the club is in 
vited to attend the meetings am 
to join the club. 
The central planning commit 
tee is making final plans for thf 
Newman Club convention to b 
held April 29 through May ] 
Representatives will be hen 
from North Carolina, South Car 
olina, Georgia and Florida. Oth- 
ers may attend from Puerto Rico 
The highlight of the convention 
will be a pontifical high mass in 
the Clemson Outdoor Theater, by 




A quiz ' contest between two 
teams of three men each com- 
prised last week's- program of the 
Student Forum of. the Air, broad- 
east Wednesday night simultane- 
ously, over Anderson stations 
WAIM and WCAC-FM. Dr.! G. 
H. Soilings, professor of soils 
was  judge. 
Dewey E. Sims of Lynchburg, 
George H. Baker of Cades, and 
Nathan R. Salley of Salley com- 
prised one side, and J. W. Dod- 
son, Jr., of Central, W. H. Craven 
of Bamberg, and J. Frank Wil- 
liams of Dacusville made up thf 
other. All these students an 
agronomy majors, and all ar< 
seniors with the exception bJ 
Craven, who is a junior. 
The result of the contest was i 
tie. 
$50,00C Granted For 
Year Scholarships 
@ Stanford Univ. 
Director Dupre Rhame 
v/ho will lead the Furman Uni- 
versity Singers in their concert 
here Tuesday night. 
N. C; Bob Waldrop, Lincoln ton.. 
N. C; Bobby Watson, Anderson; 
Buddy Welch, Florence; and Ed 
Zeigler, Fairfax. 
Also,  Herb  Barton,  Greenville; 
Marshall  Batson,  Grcanville;  Bi! 
Calloway,     Cuming,     Ga,;     Jack 
Crowe,   Greenwood;   Roy   Crowe, 
Greenwood; Robert Floyd. Hamp- 
ton;    Wilton   Fowler,    Columbia; 
Edward     French,     Corbin,     Ky 
Nelson Gardner, Charleston; Cau 
ley   Gunncils,   Greenwood;   John 
Hammond,   Central;   Boyd   IFcks 
Hartsville;    and    Monroe    Hunt 
Greenville. 
Also, Sam H. Jones, Greenville' 
Don Lee, Piedmont; Harold Lollis. 
Belton; Bill Mclver, Darlington; 
Vincent Miller, Coral Gabies. 
Fla.; Fred Payne, Piedmont; Joe 
Pou, Saluda; Gerry Rippy, Green- 
ville; Otis Robbins, Great Falls; 
Joe Short, Great Falls; Dewey 
Still, Spartanburg; and Ethan 
Todd, Greenville. 
Outstanding students selectee 
for leadership qualities will re 
c-ivp four-vepr underffraduati 
scholarships to Stanford Univer- 
sity under a $50,000 grant fror 
the George F. Baker Trust of Nev 
York. 
The purpose of the scholarship 
is "the education of well-round- 
ed, well-developed, balanced in 
dividuals v/ho are potential lead 
ers," the announcement stated 
The scholarships will be awardef 
during three consecutive year: 
and will continue through the 
four-year undergraduate training 
of the recipients. 
The first students selected under 
the plan will enter the University 
in the fall of 1949, and others will 
be admitted in 1950 and 1951 
Each will be given a substantia 
scholarship which will varv with 
the student's need, but which may 
extend from $1,000 to $1,200 a 
year for the foui-year pen>^. 
A special faculty committee tc 
select students of outstanding 
quality and promise will be set 
uy—with complete disregard of 
the financial resources of their 
families—-from senior high schools 
and  preparatory  schools. 
.Students selected will not neces- 
sarily be the highest ranking 
students scholastically in their 
schools. What they have done 
with their time outside school, 
and their participation in- activi- 
ties with their fellows which may 
indicate qualities of natural lead- 
ership will also be taken into 
account. 
Student Forum 
Plans Air Show 
The Clemson Co'le^e Student 
Forum of the Air is planning t> 
Variety Show for the second week 
of March, Frank Sedclon, director 
said today. 
The program ;s to celebrate tfjp 
ieth successful broadcast of 
the Student Forum. 
Jimmy Co^gins, sports sn- 
nouncer of WAIM and WCAC- 
FM, v/ill be master of ceremonies. 
An stlemnt will be made to dis- 
cover hidden talent amnng the 
students on the campus.,     , 
According to Seddon. the Stu- 
dent Forum of the Air is now 
broadcasting over the most power- 
ful FM slatiSn in the country. 
WCAC, which boasts 41,000 volts 
FCC rating in these programs, 
can be heard in five states. 
Friends ' who are interested in 
the Clemson College YMCA may 
be interested in the following an- 
nouncements: 
During the past few'weeks Mr. 
HoltzendorfT has visited a num- 
ber of Clemson graduates, prin- 
cipally men who have taken an 
interest in the 'Y' during then 
student days and o'hers who are 
Interested in the;woik being done 
through the Y at Clemson. A 
goodly number are interested in 
the promotion of a camp in the 
mountains to be used by Clem- 
son students, people of the com- 
munity and interested alumni 
and their families. 
Mr. Audley H. Ward, Clemson 
14, will speak at the Clemson Y 
Vespers on Sunday, February 20. 
Mr. Ward is past president of the 
Clemson Alumni Corp., ' and past 
State Commander of the Ameri- 
can Legion. He is District Agent 
for Extension Service with head- 
quarters at Aiken. Mr. Romame 
Smith, Clemson '32, has been in- 
vited   to   accompany   Mr.   Ward 
Local Alumni Club 
Taps 6 Hon, Members 
Clemson's alumni chapter in- 
vited six men to become honorary 
members of the chapter at a 
meeting   last   Friday  night. 
The honored men ' were Head 
Coach Frank Howard; Assistant 
Coach H. R. Cohen; G. H. Hill, 
assistant business manager; J. P. 
LaMaster, head of the dairying 
department; C. L. Morgan, head 
of poultry husbandry department; 
and Mr. E. J. Godbey of the 
Clemson College Experiment Sta- 
tion. 
and | to lead group singing for 
those who attend Vespers on 
February 20. 
A delegation of Clemson stu- 
dents visited University of Ten- 
nessee recently where they met 
with leaders of the student work 
at UT. They, had charge of the 
Vesper program. Talks were 
given by Earia jMsnis of P-.ek- 
ens and Theo_ Monroe of Morion. 
Sam McGregor of Lykesland pre- 
sided  and  W.  P. .  "Doc"  Roberts 
I provided   special   music  -and   led 
! the   singing.      Mr.     Holtzendorff 
| accompanied the group.    The trip 
to Knoxville was made via High- 
| lands and Gatlinburg and the re- 
turn trip was made by Asheville 
' and  Brevard.    The  work  that  is 
being done by the Student Chris- 
tian  Association  at  University  of 
many new ideas ana suggestions 
were given to the Clemson group. 
It is hoped that a delegation from 
UT will  come to Clemson    soon 
and present Vesper programs. 
A number of friends will be 
interested in knowing that P. B. 
Holtzendorff III is to begin his 
duties as general secretary of the 
YMCA at Rock Hill on March 1. 
For the past three years Mr. 
Holtzendorff has been physical 
director of the YMCA at Spar- 
tanburg. So far as it is known, 
this will be the only case where 
father  and  son  are  both  general 
secretaries   of   YMCA     in     the 
Same state. 
Some of the men who have been 
visited include Mr. J. Sid Carpen- 
ter  '31,  who  is  active  in school 
work at Union.    His wife, Anne, 
is   from     Norway.     Sid     had   a 
Clemson graduate on his staff and j 
also a graduate  of Berry College 
and   one   from   Berea.     Kenneth j 
McGee '35 has recently purchased 
interest in  a creamery  at  Union, i 
His family is living at Rock Hill' 
until suitable place is secured in 
Union. In Rock Hill, Mr. Holt- 
zendorff visited with Harper 
Gault, editor of The Herald at 
Rock Hill, and withwBill Grier 
'23, head of the Rock Hill Print- 
ing and Finishing Plant. He also 
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Nelson 
Jackson of Tryon, N. C. Nelson 
is a graduate of Clemson in the 
class of '42. His wife, Emily,' is 
a Converse graduate and they 
have   two   attractive   little   girls. 
Planters  Learn 
Planting Methods 
In an effort to obtain the high- 
est survival possible of the 30 
million pine seedlings being dis- 
tributed in South Carolina this 
winter by the State Commission 
A jeoresiry, a series of planting 
demonstrations has just been 
completed, according to W. J, 
Barker, forester of the Clemson 
College Extension Service. 
Mr. Barker reports that a total 
Df Q/7 demonstrations was con- 
ducted in 42 of the state's 46 
counties, with' 1,702 -people at- 
tending. As in past years county 
igents made local arrangements 
'or these meetings and foresters 
if the State Commission of Fores- 
ry gave information to those in 
tUendance on the heeling,' in 
slanting, and care' of young seed- 
ings. Also shown were methods 
)f planting With various hand 
ools. and in several counties tree 
planting machines were demon- 
strated. 
In addition to the Clemson Col- 
<i?e Extension Service and the 
State Commission of Forestry, the 
Soil Conservation Service and vc- 
;ational agricultural teachers par- 
icinated in many of the plantings. 
"This is a banner year for, tree 
planting in South Carolina with 
0 million seedlings in the process 
of being planted," Mr. Barker 
says. "Plans are now under way 
for even larger nursery produc- 
tion for next winter's planting. 
According to E. B. Price, assist- 
ant state forester, between 35 and 
40 million seedlings will be avail- 
able at that time," he adds. 
•        VISIT        * 
The Anderson Hardware Co. 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
Lafayette Coll. Has 
Frat Troubles Too 
Social fraternities at Lafayette 
College are giving students and 
faculty much1 thought at present 
and have become a debatable 
subject on the campus. 
An editorial in The Lafayette 
Alumnus by Joseph E. Bell, edi- 
tor, in which he recommended 
that every student have an op- 
portunity to join a fraternity and 
the plan announced by Dr, Ralph 
C. Hutchison, president of the 
college, for non-fraternity stu- 
dents, have aroused considerable 
interest. 
Pointing out that only abou 
half of this year's freshman clas; 
has been invited to join fratern- 
'lities. Bell presents tv/o recom- 
mendations, to have, fraternitte 
■ncrease their membership, cr 
bring more fraternities to La- 
fayette. 
Dr. Hut'cK-inso'n has announce--1 
that the first of the "social dor- 
mitories" will open ' in a few 
months when Soles Hall, now un- 
der construction, is completed. 
Two more new buildings, to be 
used for the same purpose, also 
are being built. 
The plan is. Dr. Hutchison ex- 
plained, for the "social dormito- 
ries" to be small units where 
students live much as do those in 
fraternity houses. They will op- 
erate their own dining rooms in 
the dormitories, have lounging 
rooms and game rooms and will 
represent their dormitories in 
intramural activities, as fraterni- 
ties do. 
Another proposal made by Bell 
was that pledging to fraternities 
be postponed until the sopho- 
more year, to increase the per- 
centage of upper classmen in 
fraternities. 
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BUT I ALREADylr* 
HAVE A WIFE.' 
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THE HISTORY OF COTTON TEXTILES No. 1 of a Series By ANDREW L. PETERSEN 
IN the days of our Repub- 
lic's infancy, while Rev- 
olutionary War battle sounds 
and the Liberty Bell's tol- 
ling still echoed through the 
land, Americans were stir- 
red by a zeal for economic 
independence equalling their 
love of political freedom. 
Symbolic of the determina- 
tion to establish industries' 
on United States soil, the 
Massachusetts legislature 
voted funds to stimulate 
textile manufacturing. la 
such ways were planted the 
first seeds of America's sec- 
ond greatest industry. 
AT I4IS BRl«EW«tt,H«S.,ieON WDfiG,CDL.HU5H 
OCB MAkKTUE FIKT MUSKETS AND CANNON 
W AMERICA FOR 1UB CONTINENTAL ARM/ 
|V«RM AND CLOTH-MAKING WERE HOUSEHOLD CHORES) 
MILE MANUFACTURED TEXTILES HAD TO 8E W0RTEDJ 
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